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4/ Executive Summary
12 / The Fed’s new, looser policy on inflation: it will steepen the yield curves, with the back end rising the most -On
August 27, the Federal Reserve released an important revision to its monetary policy strategy, replacing 2% price inflation
targeting -- initially adopted in 2012 -- with a new approach in which the Fed will target an average inflation rate instead. The
idea is thus to allow inflation to move above 2% until it averages 2% over some unspecified number of prior periods rather
than to aim for a consistent 2% level. Clearly, as long as inflation stays below the 2% target, there will be plenty of punch
for everyone. The policy change would only begin to matter with inflation above 2%. But it has been decades since we saw
inflation stay above 2% for more than several months. In fact, the Fed is probably belatedly realizing that they have acted
too early and too forcefully the last time the FOMC went on tightening mode. That has consigned the economy to move at
low gear for a long time, and contributed to the GDP’s low trajectory just before the COVID situation struck. In summary, the
Fed’s new approach to inflation is a direct response to the deflationary spectre that is stalking the US and global economy.
The Fed, to put it mildly, is desperate to see some sustained inflation, doing whatever it does in an economic system. We
therefore expect to see at some point steepening yield curves and interest rates and bond yields moving higher in the intermediate future as consequence of this new Fed policy.
15 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Treasury yields remain in their recent range, at best, into early next year - For now, US
Fixed Income markets seem pretty much under control and financial conditions are very loose. The front end and belly of the
curve (up to 3-5Y) have flattened out as all tenures have pretty much converged within 5 to 10 basis points of the Fed Fund
rates. Credit spreads are still narrowing. These trends seem to continue into mid/late October at least. Until then we would
probably not expect any large financial disruption. Equities could still retest up over the next few weeks and then probably
Gradually roll-over into November. The long end of the curve is slightly more dynamic, yet one really needs to move out
to the US30Y Treasury yield to see some noticeable 30 to 40 basis points moves. Following the recent change in the FED’s
inflation targeting, we may expect some follow through to the upside into early/mid October, with US30Y and 10Y treasury
yields potentially retesting towards the top of their recent ranges (i.e. perhaps towards their June highs?), and the long end
of the curve could hence steepen slightly. Thereafter however, our oscillator series suggest some downside consolidation
into late this year / early next year at least. Alternatively, Treasury yields could continue to trade in their current tight range.
23 / Navigating Equities and Bond Yield With The Liquidity Models: After Some Correction The Next Equity And Yield
Rally (By Late October - Early November 2020) Could Be Strong - If the TCB models are correct, their implications being
likewise bolstered by the seasonality of major indexes' 5-year averages, there could be further pain in the equity markets
ahead. The implications of these models: if there's recovery soon, and markets top by late in the month, the next trough may
be seen by late October-early November. The seasonality of the major indices' 5-year averages (NDX and SPX as proxies) also
provide support for this thesis: a recovery from here (mid-September) for about a week or two, followed by more risk asset
price declines until late October- early November. The seasonality of the equity indices has been remarkably consistent until
early this year, when the COVID-19 pandemic threw all historic patterns out of the window. However, we have noticed that
the markets are starting to groove back to their historic norms. The next inflection point higher in yields and equities may
come with strong Q3 GDP data. We firmly believe that we will have a fantastic Q3 GDP initial estimate on October 29. The
V-shaped recovery in highlighted indicators argue for much better Q3 GDP data than expected by analysts. That, in fact, is
what is being flagged by the Atlanta Fed's GDPNowcast.
26 / Timing and Tactical Insight - US Equities could retrace into mid Q4, the Nasdaq100 should then lead a strong rally
into next Spring - US equity markets and the Nasdaq100 did see a strong sell-off early September. It did come slightly early
in respect to the timing of our oscillators and we hence believe this dip is probably an intermediate one. We now expect,
US equity markets to retest up (and probably make new highs) into late September, perhaps even into early/mid October,
when we expect a further top. It may then trigger a longer period of consolidation, perhaps lasting 1 or 2 months into circa
mid November. The downside risk we anticipate for this correction is probably between 10 and 15%. On the factor front, the
environment is indeed starting to turn more defensive. The US Staples sector did rebound early September vs the S&P500
index, and while it could retest down into late September / early October, it then probably bounces again into mid/late
November. In the meantime, more cyclical profiles such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average or the Russell 2000 may see a
“Kiss Goodbye” in relative performance, i.e. a bounce into late September / early October, before underperforming into November and probably even into early next year. As for the Nasdaq 100, it has been consolidating at high levels since early July
vs most equity profiles, it may continue to do so into November vs the US Staples sectors, but probably starts to outperform
again vs more cyclical profiles from early/mid October. Then from mid/late November, it should recoup its lead vs all equity
profiles and fuel a strong rally that could lead most equities higher into Spring next year.
34 / A weaker EUR could soon kickstart outperformance from European equities - In the August 2020 edition of The
Capital Observer, we discussed the thesis that the lagged impact of the US capital account balance plus rising bond yields
will start to give the Us Dollar some support soon. There is nothing more illustrative of the shift in FX dominance from the
EUR to the US Dollar than the new situation in several macro data. In the last several months, almost all the macro factors
in region to region, country to country comparison were against the US currency, especially those that matter in FX currency
valuation. Interest rate spreads between US and Germany (as proxy for EUR short term rates) were in favor of the latter,
as post COVID-19 measures taken by the Federal Reserve brought US short term rate to near zero. However, that may end
soon. US interest rates have risen sharply in recent days, and the seasonal upturn in US rates across the board should turn
that spread in favor of the US Dollar. Moreover, against the EUR, the dollar's most stalwart rival, GDP growth spreads now
lean favorably towards the U.S. This spread leads the EUR/USD exchange rate by almost six months. European equities are
negatively correlated to the rise and fall of EUR, that is to say, a strong EUR negatively impacts the performance od European
equities, and vice versa. In the present situation, the EUR started strengthening against the US currency several months ago.
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5/ Executive Summary
But the full impact of that stronger EUR will not be felt until sometime in the middle of November, this year. The outlook is a
short-term pain for Europe equities, but once the USD dominance reasserts, Europe stocks should be on a roll until middle
of next year. It is time that European stocks get a break. We are coming up on 13 years of nearly relentless outperformance
by U.S. equities relative to counterparts in Europe.
37 / Timing and Tactical Insight - European Equities could outperform into mid October - We are positive on European
markets into 2022. We expect them to make new highs above their long standing early 2015 – early 2020 consolidation
range. Over the next couple years, we also believe that European equity markets may recover on a relative basis. This would
probably imply performing European equities, combined with a stronger EUR/USD and potentially a return of net inflows
of funds into Europe. Since March, we may be seeing the premises of this trade. Indeed, since then, European markets
and especially the Eurozone, and Germany in particular, have outperformed US ones on a Dollar denominated basis. On
a hedged currency basis, the Eurozone is pretty much flat vs the US vs the lows made in March (- 15% YTD). This is not
outstanding but at least indicates some stabilization and that the pick-up in EUR/USD is being absorbed, resulting in an
outperformance in US Dollar terms. Going forward, our analysis suggests that Europe may outperform in US Dollar terms
into mid October while EUR/USD probably extends up once more, perhaps towards 1.22. It then consolidates down with the
pair into mid/late November at least. Europe in nominal terms should then see a pick-up vs US markets. Looking into Spring
next year, we expect another leg up in EUR/USD and believe that again the currency effect could outweigh any European
underperformance in nominal terms. This is positive for Europe markets until then, in US Dollar terms at least.
43 / Oil supply begins to build: the expected large pullback in oil prices is happening and that may last until late October
– early November - What has changed since our June 2020 report on crude oil? The main aspect that has changed is basically our global supply vector model has reached its inflection point as expected – global supply has started to build up again.
That has a significant impact on the oil price discovery process. The previously primary factors that were positive and were
supportive of prices, have turned around, and have started to turn negative for oil prices. There are other factors that are
currently weighing on prices, in the form of expectations of the agencies that monitor oil industry activity have flipped-flopped on crucial metrics. Perception of the future is largely shaped by data coming from the US Energy Information Administration (EIA). Recent months have seen crude prices rise nicely as it appears the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic is past us.
Unfortunately, a new set of data provided by the EIA (Energy Information Administration) in its Short-Term Energy Outlook
(STEO) reveals that while the picture is still likely bullish in the long run, it's not quite as appealing as previously anticipated
(and reported). Our WTI oil price model has been negative for a month -- WTI oil price recently keeled over and will do so
for a while. This suggests to us that WTI and Brent Oil prices will be under pressure from here until late October – early November. US oil inventories tend to start picking up in late November, but oil prices tend to anticipate the data, and we could
see oil prices start to pick up by late October – early November. That price rally may last until early February, but a downturn
comes next, again anticipating a reversal of inventory withdrawals, and the start of a new cycle of inventory build-up.
46 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Oil could bounce back into early October, but then drops into mid/late Q4 at least - The
bounce on Oil from its historic sell-off in March and April stalled early June. It then traded in a tight range until late August
and sold-off strongly early September along with most risk assets (almost 15% of retracement on Brent in a matter of 10
days). The upside momentum is now definitely broken we believe. Yet, our oscillator series still indicate a few more weeks of
uptrend, and hence possibly an upside retest attempt, which may have already started. Brent could reach back to its recent
highs between 46 and 47 USD/barrel, and could even attempt to move up to its resistance around 49. We don’t believe,
however, that it will break above it anymore. Following that, from early/mid October, we expect Oil to resume its downtrend
in a deep downside retest (perhaps towards the mid/low 30s on Brent) into mid/late Q4 in first instance. Most related themes should also suffer and the US Energy sector potentially underperforms the S&P500 by a further 30% over the next few
quarters. Alternative Energy, on the other hand, continues to thrive, and could even outperform the Nasdaq100 index into
next Spring.
52 / Splicing the markets - Still an uptrend into next Spring on Gold and precious metals - We believe precious metals and
Gold and Silver especially, are still very well positioned into next Spring. Gold could reach in towards 2’300s USD/oz by then,
while Silver could rise in the mid 30s. In the meantime, both have been consolidating at high levels since early August. We
expect them to initiate a new leg up over the next couple of weeks, at the latest early October, probably into late October
/ November. During this period, Silver should remain more dynamic than Gold and the Gold and Silver ratio should make
further lows (until mid October at least). November, should then see a more challenging environment for precious metals,
with Gold potentially holding up at high levels, while Silver dips down, potentially to the 24 – 22 range. From December,
perhaps early next year, we then expect both metals to resume their uptrend into the Spring. Once more Silver may prove
more dynamic than Gold.
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6/ Mapping the markets
Last month, we expected the risk assets rally to continue into mid/late September along with Oil, Copper, Gold, the Nasdaq
100, Consumer Discretionary and China. The brisk sell-off since early September did come early in respect to our scenario.
as well as the sequence we still project on our oscillator series. It is still underway for now.
Going forward, we expect risk assets to stabilize overt the next week or so and initiate a recovery / upside retest rally into
late September, perhaps until mid October. The move could be accompanied by a short bounce in yields and cyclical themes
(including Oil) and a further upside extension of EUR/USD, potentially towards 1.22. Gold and Silver could also resume their
uptrend, potentially retesting their early August highs. Then, from mid/late October, we expect a new period of retracement
on risk assets into November, perhaps even mid/late November. Equity markets could correct 10 to 15%, EUR/USD could
drop 4 to 6 figures, Oil could suffer an important setback and Treasury yields could roll-over again. Silver and Gold may hold
up into early November, yet from mid October, Gold probably outperforms as the environment turns move defensive.
From mid/late Q4, we then expect risk assets to gradually recover. Yet, yields could remain under pressure until early,
perhaps even Spring next year. This, we believe, could initially be an environment for Growth trades once again, as well as
for Gold and precious metals. EUR/USD may then follow suit and from early next year may attempt a new leg up, potentially
towards new highs in the mid 1.20s next Spring. Cyclical themes could then also begin to recover as yields gradually bottom
out.

Main Equities & Government Bonds
Main Asset Allocation Drivers

Main
Equities

US
S&P500

The EuroStoxx 50 could push slight higher
above 3'400 into early/mid October, but then
probably retraces down again into mid/late
November, circa 10% downside risk.

EuroStoxx50
EMs
MSCIEM USD
US10Y

From late mid/late Q4, we expect the
EuroStoxx 50 to resume its uptrend towards next Spring and towards its February highs.

Emerging Markets could still advance 5 to From mid/late Q4, we expect the MSCI
10% into early/mid October, but then also re- Emerging Markets index to resume its
trace down into November by circa 15%.
uptrend towards next Spring and its early 2018 highs.
The US10Y Treasury yield may bounce slightly The US10Y Treasury yield could remain
into early /mid October, but then rolls over under pressure into early next year, peragain into mid/late November at least.
haps even next Spring and make new
lows.

Bond prices
Germany 10Y
Bund prices

Legend:

3 to 6 months ahead

The S&P500 may retest up into early/mid Oc- From late mid/late Q4, we expect the
tober, but then probably retraces again into S&P500 to resume its uptrend towards
mid/late November, circa 10 to 15% down- next Spring and towards 3'800 - 4'000.
side risk.

Europe

Treasuries

Next 2 months

Strong Underweight

The German 10Y Bund yield may bounce The German 10Y Bund yield could reslightly into early /mid October, but then rolls main under pressure into early next
over again into mid/late November at least. year, perhaps even next Spring and approach its March lows.

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong Overweight

Main Equities
p 23-27, 34-38

Following their sudden sell-off early September, global equities should probably retest up
into early/mid October. The S&P500 may reach back towards 3’600, while the EuroStoxx 50
could break out above 3’400 eventually towards 3’500. From mid/late October, a new period
of intermediate correction may materialize to the downside into November. Depending on
markets, we expect between 10 and 15% of downside risk. Equity markets then recover from
mid/late November and rise into next year.
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Main Regional picks
p 37, 40-41

The US may continue to underperform Europe in US Dollar term until mid October as EUR/
USD performs an extension towards 1.22. The ratio then reverses down into November as
the US Dollar rebounds. During this period, European markets may outperform in nominal
terms, but the effect of a stronger US Dollar probably outweighs this bounce when the
relative performance is measured in US Dollar terms. From mid/late Q4, EUR/USD should
then see a new period of strength and, in US Dollar terms at least, Europe should outperform
again.

Emerging markets

Emerging markets probably continue higher into early/mid October, outperforming
developed ones. They then also retrace into November and should then underperform as
the US Dollar bounces. They then recover from mid/late Q4 and into next year.

Volatility
p 16

VIX bounces early September, but now seems to be resuming lower, probably into early/mid
October. It could then bounce again into November.

Government Bonds
US & European Benchmarks Treasury and Bund yields could still bounce slightly into early/mid October, but then start to
roll-over again, first into November and potentially towards early next year.
p 20-25

Equity to Bond Ratios, Fixed Income Dynamics & Commodities
Main Asset Allocation Drivers

Equity / Bonds

Next 2 months

3 to 6 months ahead

US

The US Equity to Bonds ratio (S&P500 vs 10Y The ratio then recovers from mid/late Q4
Treasuries) could retest up into early/mid Oc- and then rises into next Spring.
tober, but then probably retrace down into
mid/late November.

Europe

The European Equity to Bonds ratio (EuroS- The ratio then recovers from mid/late Q4
toxx 50 Futures vs Bund Futures) could retest and then rises into next Spring.
up into early/mid October, but then probably
retrace down into mid/late November.

Duration

US Yield Curve Spreads may still rise slightly US Yield Curve spreads should continue to
further into early/mid October and should consolidate into early next year.
then retrace into mid/late November at least.

Credit

US Investment Grade Credit spreads may re- From mid/late Q4, Credit spreads should
test down, perhaps as far as mid/late Octo- resume their downtrend into next Spring.
ber and then bounce during November.

TIPs/Treasuries

Inflation Expectations could also hold up into From mid/late Q4, Inflation Expectations
mid/late October, but could then also retrace should resume their uptrend, gradually
during November.
moving higher into next Spring.

Oil

Oil could retest up to the mid/high 40s into From late Q4, perhaps early next year, Oil
early/mid October, but then probably drops should stabilize and could start to resume
into the mid/low 30s into late November.
its uptrend.

Industrial metals

Industrial Metals and Copper probably con- From mid/late Q4, Copper could gradually
tinue to rise into mid/late October. Copper resume its uptrend into the Spring
could even reach above 7'000 USD/ton by
then. November should then see some retracement.

Gold

Gold probably resumes its uptrend over the Gold probably continue higher and tops
next few weeks and then rises back to its 2'300 USD/oz by next Spring.
highs into late October. It may consolidate at
high levels during November.

Legend:

Strong Underweight

Equity to Bond Ratios
US & Eurozone Market

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong Overweight

Equity to Bond ratios should follow equity markets up and down as the equity side is clearly
more volatile than the bond one (i.e. they could retest up into early/mid October and then
retrace down into mid/late Q4).

Fixed Income Dynamics

Duration (10Y - 3Y/3M)
p 12-15, 18-19

With short term yields now near zero, the yield curve will mainly follow the direction of long
term yields. Yield curve spreads may hence hold up along with long term yields until early/
mid October, but should then roll-over / flatten again into mid/late Q4 in first instance.
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Credit
p 15

Credit Spreads in the US and Europe are back-stopped by the FED’s and the ECB’s massive buying
programs. Hence, their downtrend seems very resilient, probably into mid/late October in first
instance. Following that, they could bounce into November, but from mid/late Q4 should then resume
their downtrend into early, perhaps Spring next year..

Rate Differentials

The rate differential between the US and Europe should follow US rates up and down as US rates are
more volatile than European ones. The spread may hence hold up into early/mid October, but then
gradually rolls over again into mid/late Q4 in first instance.

Tips
p 17

The TIPs / Treasury inflation breakeven ratio also seems quite resilient, yet could also retrace from late
October into November.

Commodities
Oil
p 43- 47

Brent Oil could retest up towards its recent highs around 46-47 USD/barrel into early/mid October,
perhaps even towards its corrective resistance at 49 USD/barrel, but probably doesn’t break above
these levels. It then drops to the mid/low 30s USD/barrel into late Q4 at least.

Industrial metals
p 17

Copper and Industrial metals should continue to rise into mid/late October. Copper may reach 7’000
USD/ton by then. It could then retrace down into mid/late Q4.

Gold & PMs
p 52-53

Gold and Silver have been consolidating at high levels since early August. Over the next few weeks,
they should resume their uptrend, probably into late October / early November. Gold could retest its
August high above 2’050 USDD/oz, while Silver could top 30 USD/oz. From mid October though, the
environment could start to turn more defensive and Gold could start to outperform Silver, probably
into mid/late Q4. Both metals could then retrace in November, but Gold holds up much better. Silver
on the other hand could drop back to the 24-22 range. From mid/late Q4, precious metals could then
start a new rally, which probably extends to new highs into next Spring.

Agriculture

Agricultural Commodities have rallied since the Spring from their secular lows. They may follow risk
assets higher into early/mid October, but should then retrace down into mid/late Q4 at least.

Foreign Exchange

3 to 6 months ahead

Next 2 months

USD vs

EUR vs

EUR

EUR/USD probably resumes higher into early/mid Octo- From mid/late Q4, EUR/USD probably rises again
ber and towards 1.22 and the drops back into mid/late towards Spring next year and could reach the 1.27
November and the 1.17-1.15 range.
- 1.34 range.

GBP

GBP/USD recoups its recent losses into early/mid Octo- From mid/late Q4, GBP/USD probably rises again
ber (back towards 1.32-1.33) and then drops back to the into Spring next year, potentially to above 1.40.
1.27 - 1.24 range by mid/late November.

JPY

USD/JPY probably continues lower into the 105 - 102 USD/JPY continues lower into next Spring and the
range into mid/late October and could then bounce 101 - 97 range.
slightly in November.

CHF

USD/CHF could push lower to 0.89 by mid October. It USD/CHF could then slide again below 0.90, potencould then bounce back towards 0.92-0.93 into mid/late tially down to the mid 0.80s.
November.

GBP

EUR/GBP probably holds up in the low 0.90s into early/ EUR/GBP should be back in the low 0.90s by the
mid October, yet could rise to the mid 0.90s into mid/ Spring.
late November.

JPY

EUR/JPY could bounce back slightly above 125 into ear- EUR/JPY could rise back towards the high 120s by
ly/mid October. It then drops towards the low 120s ny next Spring.
mid/late November.

CHF

EUR/CHF probably retests up into early/mid October, From mid/late Q4, EUR/CHF could then rise to the
towards the 1.08 -1.09 range. It then drops back to the 1.11 - 1.12 range.
1.07 - 1.06 range by mid/late November.

GBP vs JPY
CHF

Legend:

GBP/JPY could bounce back to the 138 - 139 range by From mid/late November, it then resumes its
early/mid October. It then drops towards 130 by mid/ uptrend and could rise to the mid 140s by next
late November.
Spring.
GBP/CHF could bounce back towards 1.19 by early/ From mid/late November, it then resumes its
mid October. It then drops towards 1.15 by mid/late uptrend and could rise to the mid 1.20s by next
November.
Spring.

Strong Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong Overweight
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US Dollar

The US Dollar (i.e. the Dollar Index) has been bouncing since early September, from 0.92 to 0.93. We believe
it retests down into early/mid October towards 0.91. It could then bounce towards mid/late November and to
the 0.94 – 0.95 range, but then drops again towards next Spring and the mid/high 0.80s..

Euro
p 34-36, 39-40

EUR/USD has been retracing since early September, yet we believe it extends up towards 1.22 into early/mid
October. It then drops back to the 1.17 – 1.15 range by mid/late November, before rising towards the 1.27 –
1.34 range towards next Spring.

Yen

The Yen has been very strong lately and USD/JPY could continue to drop lower in the 105 – 102 range into mid/
late October. It could then bounce 1 to 2 figures into mid/late November, but then drops again towards the
101 – 97 range by next Spring. EUR/JPY and GBP/JPY could bounce back 2 to 3 figures into early/mid October
(resp. to above 125 and 138, but then drop into mid/late November, towards the low 120s on EUR/JPY and
130 of GBP/JPY.

Sterling

Cable probably recoups its losses into early/mid October, rising towards 1.32-1.33 and then drops into mid/
late November and the 1.27 – 1.23 range. It then resumes its uptrend into next Spring and to above 1.40.

Swiss Franc

Swiss Franc remains strong, probably back down to 0.89 on USD/CHF by mid October. It could then bounce
back towards the 0.92 -0.93 range by mid/late November. It then resumes lower to the mid 0.80s by next
Spring. EUR/CHF may bounce slightly into the 1.08-1.09 range by early/mid October and then drops back to
1.06-1.07 by mid/late November. It then rises towards the 1.11 – 1.12 range by next Spring. Similarly, GBP/
CHF could bounce back towards 1.19 by early/mid October and drops down to 1.15 by mid/late November. It
could then rise towards the mid 1.20s by next Spring.

Oil &
Commodities
currencies

Commodity currencies (our equal weighted portfolio containing AUD, BRL, CAD, NOK, NZD, RUB, CLP and ZAR)
still seem strong vs both the US Dollar and the Euro into mid October. We then expect them to retrace into
mid/late November, but they should then rise again to new highs next Spring.

Asian
currencies

Our Asian Growth equal weighted portfolio (CNY, INR, KRW, THB and TWD) is more defensive that the
Commodity portfolio above. Vs US Dollar, it remains strong into early/mid October and then retraces down
into mid/late November. It then rises again into next Spring. Vs the Euro, these may continue to bounce into
mid/late November and then probably resume lower into next Spring (i.e. the Euro is more pro-cyclical than
them).

Equities Markets Segmentation
Core Sector Weightings

3 to 6 months ahead

Next 2 months

Cyclical sectors could still bounce into Growth should lead again into next Spring,
early/mid October, but they then proba- while Deep Value sectors underperform.
bly drop into mid/late Q4 at least. In the
meantime, US Staples could outperform.

US Sectors - S&P500
(general comment)

Sectors

Proxy ETF
symbols

Benchmarkweights

Technology

XLK

21%

Healthcare

XLV

15%

Financials

XLF

14%

Discretionary

XLY

10%

Communication

XLC

10%

Industrials

XLI

10%

Staples

XLP

7%

Energy

XLE

6%

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight
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3 to 6 months ahead

Next 2 months
European Sectors - Europe Stoxx 600
(general comment)

Cyclical sectors could still bounce into Growth should lead again into next Spring,
early/mid October, but they then proba- while Deep Value sectors underperform.
bly drop into mid/late Q4 at least.

Sectors

Index
symbols

Benchmarkweights

Strong
Underweight

Banks

SX7P

13%

Industrials

SXNP

12%

HealthCare

SXDP

11%

Pers. & HH Goods

SXQP

9%

Food & Beverage

SX3P

7%

Insurance

SXIP

6%

Energy

SXEP

6%

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Main Sectors Allocation
p 28, 33, 42, 48-51
Please read the detailed allocation comments in our time frame boxes above.
On the sector front, we still expect a slight cyclical / deep value bounce over the next 2-3 weeks. Yet believe that it could
represent a last rebound, before a sustained downtrend, first into mid/late Q4 and then perhaps into next Spring.
Growth themes may continue to hold up into mid, perhaps for some even late October. They should then correct vs more
Defensive ones into November. Yet, from mid/late Q4, they should take up the lead again into Spring next year.

Countries allocation
Next 2 months

Core Countries Weightings
All World Country Index
Currency hedged (general comment)
Countries

Index
symbols

Benchmarkweights

US

S&P 500 52%

Canada

TSX

3%

Europe

SXXP

21%

-UK

FTSE

6%

-France

CAC40

3%

-Germany

DAX

3%

-Switzerland

SMI

3%

Japan

N225

8%

China

MSCICN

3%

3 to 6 months ahead

Into mid/late November, we would neu- Thereafter, we would Overweight China vs
tralize the US and Europe and Overweight all other regions into Spring next year.
Switzerland and China.
Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight
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Main Country Allocation

p 40-41
Please read the detailed allocation comments in our time frame boxes above.
Except for the US and China, we consider the relative performance of all indexes on a nominal basis vs the All Country World
Index (i.e. hedged for currency risk).
Hence, we would expect that most of these could hold up quite well while the US Dollar could bounce from mid October
into mid/late November. We have since neutralized them. We would overweight Defensive Switzerland and Counter-cyclical
China and would neutralize the US as it should benefit in US Dollar terms from a pickup in the US Dollar.
Into next Spring, we have underweighted the US as we expect the US Dollar to fall, yet also did so for most of Europe as a
strong Euro should weigh on their nominal performance (except perhaps for Germany which seems more resilient). We have
also Overweighted China again.
Note: the country and regional allocations in the table above are considered hedged for currency risk, i.e. the relative
performances are compared and forecast in local currency (except for the S&P500 and the MSCI China Index vs the All
Country World Index as both are denominated in US Dollars).

Core factors and Themes
Core Factor/Themes Weightings

Next 2 months

General Comment

From early October into mid/late Novem- From mid/late Q4, we would Overweight
ber, we would probably underweight cycli- Growth themes into the Spring and undercal plays and overweight Goldmines.
weight more Defensive ones.

Themes

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Nasdaq 100 (vs S&P500)
DJ Industrial (vs S&P500)
Russell 2000 (vs S&P500)
Wilshire REITs (vs S&P500)
US Value (vs US Growth)
Southern EuroZone (vs Stoxx EZ 600)
EuroZone Small Cap (vs Stoxx EZ 600)
Japanese Small Cap (vs N225)
GDX - Goldmines
XME - Diversified Mining

Core factors and Themes
p 29-32
On the factor front, cyclical plays could still bounce into early/mid October, but should then suffer vs Growth and Defensive
ones into mid/late November. We would hence underweight US Small Caps, US Value, Southern Europe and Overweight
Goldmines.
Then, from mid/late Q4, we would Overweight Growth themes (the Nasdaq100), Goldmines and EurZone and Japanese
small caps, which could profit from a stronger Euro and a stronger Yen vs their larger peers. We would underweight Value
and Defensive themes.
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12 /The Fed’s new, looser policy on inflation: it will steepen the
yield curves, with the back end rising the most

O

n August 27, the Federal Reserve
released an important revision to
its monetary policy strategy, replacing
2% price inflation targeting -- initially
adopted in 2012 -- with a new approach
in which the Fed will target an average
inflation rate instead.

T

he Fed’ official statement said:
“following periods when inflation
has been running persistently below 2
percent, appropriate monetary policy
will likely aim to achieve inflation
moderately above 2 percent for some
time.” The idea is thus to allow inflation
to move above 2% until it averages
2% over some unspecified number of
prior periods rather than to aim for a
consistent 2% level.

T

he reaction to the new policy was
mixed. Some economists described
the policy as so far also lacking two
essential details that would be required
for it to count as anything more than
a self-conferred license to make up
monetary policy on the fly. First, as many
economists have noted, practically any
policy action could be justified through
an appropriate choice of the number
of periods over which to average out
inflation. Second, there is no indication
of how the Fed would react to a steady
uptrend in price inflation. It seems to us
that the adverse comments were rooted
in the traditional role of the central bank
to “take away the punch bowl just as the
party gets going.”

B

ut at The Capital Observer,we see
these comments as misguided
and not attuned to recent economic
developments in the US and around the
world. The Fed said that the funds rate
will be kept at zero, and so we consider
the new policy as moot, even academic.
Clearly, as long as inflation stays below
the 2% target, there will be plenty
of punch for everyone. The policy
change would only begin to matter
with inflation above 2%. But it has

been decades since we saw inflation
stay above 2% for more than several
months (see 1st graph on this page).
We expect that situation to slightly
improve sometime next year, but to
assume that the “punch bowl” would
be taken away soon on an overheating
up party, is simply laughable at this
time.

while, the Fed could safely set aside
its price stability mandate and focus
on other objectives. In fact, the Fed is
probably belatedly realizing that they
have acted too early and too forcefully
the last time the FOMC went on
tightening mode. That has consigned
the economy to move at low gear for
a long time, and contributed to the
GDP’s low trajectory just before the
hy? The new average targeting
COVID situation struck.
policy makes sense in a current
world of very low inflation, so for a

W
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N

onetheless, there are several sticky
situations which the Fed has not
addressed officially yet. The average
would presumably still be below 2%,
implying that rates would remain
unchanged where they might otherwise
have been raised. But what would
happen if the average then continued
climbing until it too exceeded 2%? The
fear is that if inflation trends upward,
proceeding so slowly after delaying
for so long would risk “unmooring”
inflation expectations and setting off
an uncontrollable inflationary spiral.
Obviously, this argument appeals to the
situation that happened in the 1970s
– which has become the bogeyman of
central bankers all over the globe.

W

hat happened in the 1970s? US
inflation first began to pick up
in the late 1960s in tandem with deficit
spending resulting from “Great Society”
programs and the war in Vietnam, then
exploded higher following the oil shocks
of 1973 and 1979. The reality is that the
oil shocks triggered income adjustment
programs to be enacted, and these
factors were basically the proximate
cause for the spiral higher in inflation. If a
1970 scenario is in the card, how can we
benefit from the new Fed stance?

W

ith the Fed loosening its grip on
inflation, and assuming they will
be deliberately slow in responding to
any inflation rise, we believe that the
best way is via the yield curve. The
dynamic goes this way: Core CPI leads
the bond term premium; and the term
premium, in turn, leads changes in the
Yield Curve (see 2nd graph on previous
page & 1st graph on this page).

F

or bond yields, the dynamic is slightly
different, but the prime mover is
also inflation -- although it is not the
Consumer Price Index which matters to
the long bond yield. It is the Implicit Price
Deflator that matters (see 2nd graph on
this page).

W

ith the Fed committed to zerobound Fed Funds Rate in the
immediate future, any adjustments
made for higher inflation will be done
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via the long bond yields (10yry and
30yrs). The front-end will be virtually
locked in place; therefore, the yield
curves will mechanically steepen – the
far back end steepening the most. We,
in fact, already see that happening.
The 10Yr/30Yr yield curve has already
done the most steepening of all the
pairs (see 3rd chart on the previous
page).

I

n summary, the Fed’s new approach
to inflation is a direct response
to the deflationary spectre that is
stalking the US and global economy.
The Fed, to put it mildly, is desperate
to see some sustained inflation, doing
whatever it does in an economic
system. We therefore expect to see
steepening yield curves and higher
interest rates and bond yields in the
intermediate future as consequence
of this new Fed policy. This may run
counter to the instincts of old-school
central bank watchers, but we cheer on
the willingness of the Federal Reserve
under Mr. Jerome Powell to take some
risks in this aspect. We believe they will
succeed in their quest.
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15 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT

Treasury yields remain in their recent range, at best, into early next year
Two weeks ago, at its Jackson Hole’s symposium, the FED announced its new inflation targeting policy. Going forward it will indeed
aim to achieve a 2% average inflation target across the business cycle. This policy shift gives the FED more leeway in the future to let
inflation run above this 2% target, and probably for long periods of time. Given the current ongoing COVID-19 context, and its profound
and probably long-lasting negative economic impact, this announcement implicitly means that FED policy will probably remain very accommodative for a very long time. This in theory should lift inflation expectations and gradually steepen the yield curve, which should
indeed follow long term yields higher. Aligning future inflation expectations with the pace of the economic recovery will be key, as any
overshoot and rapid rise of long term yields could create another risk asset sell-off.

US3Y vs US3M Treasury yield
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

We start this analysis with the short end
of the curve, i.e. the US 3 years minus 3
months spreads. Over this short time period,
inflation expectations are still very subdued
and since the March 150 basis points rate cut,
all tenures up to 3 years (and probably up to 5
years out) have been converging towards the
3M and the Federal Funds rate. This flattening
of the short term end of the curve provides
for very loose financial conditions, which is
crucial to support the recovery given the huge
outstanding debt load and sustained issuance
by both corporates and the FED. Both our oscillators series (lower and upper rectangles)
do suggest further flattening for now and
hence little risk of a renewed deleveraging
spree as the one which happened in March,
i.e. the short term end of the curve seems

very much under control.

Credit Spreads
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

I

n March, while equity markets were selling-off, credit markets were on the verge
of imploding. Thanks to the strong purchase programs, which the FED then pushed
through, credit markets rapidly stabilized and
credit spreads are now back to their pre-crisis levels (this graph compares the IEF 7-10Y
Treasury Bond ETF to the LQD long term Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF). These
low credit spreads again provide for very
loose financial conditions given the current
crisis context and are most probably the main
driver behind the strong risk asset rally over
the last few months (i.e. credit risk is generally back-stopped). This narrowing in credit
spreads has coincided with the flattening of
the short term end of the curve described
above and according to both our oscillator
series (lower and upper rectangles) probably continues into late October / early November. Here again, with credit spreads still under
downside pressure until then, the risk of a strong deleveraging spree over the next 4 to 6 weeks is probably quite low.
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Short S&P500 ETF
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

A

loose parallel we can also
make is the one between
the flattening of the short end
of the curve, the narrowing of
credit spreads and the rise in the
S&P500 Index. This graph pictures
one of the large Short S&P500 Index ETFs (SH). Indeed, as Treasury
yields and Credit spreads remain
very low, equities are benefiting
from a yield advantage and very
low discount rates. They are virtually the only game in town and
provided economic conditions
don’t double dip (i.e. a further deflationary shock), should continue
to benefit from the loose financial
conditions described above. According to both our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangle), the rebound in this short S&P500 ETF did come prematurely
early September and we would expect at least a downside retest into late September, perhaps early October. Beyond that,
we also wonder about the likelihood of a strong equity sell-off given that the short end of the curve and credit spreads
could remain under downside pressure into late October, perhaps even November.

VIX CBOE Volatility Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

S

imilarly, the VIX Index has
fallen back quite dramatically since its spike to above
80 in March. Initially, our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle) would have indicated
a low in the second half of
September and a bounce into
late October, perhaps early
November. Yet, the recent
rebound, which came prematurely, could be already reversing lower on our medium
term oscillators (upper rectangle), potentially into mid/
late October. Hence, closely
monitoring VIX over the next
few weeks will be crucial. If it
is remains below last week’s highs and gradually resumes lower, we would then expect further downside for the VIX
(along with credit spreads) into mid/late October at least. This again probably reflects loose financial conditions and equity
markets which at worse could consolidate at high levels until then.
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US TIPs vs US Treasuries
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

ith the short end of
the curve and credit
markets pretty much under
control (or at least, it seems
so), we now turn to inflation
expectations and the long end
of the curve. In general, rising
inflations expectations usually accompany rising risk assets, as long as they don’t get
out of hand. In this graph, we
compare the TIP to the IEF ETF
(circa the 10Y breakeven ratio).
Following its strong rebound
late March and early April (as
the FED initially implemented
its stimulus programs), the ratio has been gradually rising.
US10Y Treasury yields have remained quite subdued, and hence real yields have been dropping. Valuation-wise, this
again provides strong support for riskier assets vs Treasuries or more generally vs Investment Grade fixed Income products. While our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) initially suggested that an intermediate top could be made during
the second half of September, the sequence on our medium term ones (upper rectangle) points to a further extension of
the uptrend until November, a trend which again could help riskier assets hold up until then.

The Copper to Gold ratio
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n a more cyclical note,
we now look at the ratio
of Copper vs Gold. In late July
and early August, it suffered
from the strong acceleration
up in Gold. Since then, Gold
has entered a consolidation period while Copper has resumed
its uptrend. A slight bounce in
US10Y Treasury yields since early August seems to be driving
the ratio. Both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles)
indicate that this uptrend may
continue into late September
at least, perhaps until mid October, i.e. the current bounce
in cyclical factors (including
long term yields) may continue for another few weeks. This is again positive for riskier assets as it implies that the economic recovery is keeping up with inflation expectations.
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US30 Years – US10 Years Treasury Yield Spread
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e now turn to the
long term US30YUS10Y Treasury yield spread.
Over the last few years, it
had amazingly been quite
countercyclical.
Indeed,
between Spring 2018 and
March 2020, while inflation
expectations were falling,
the US30-US10Y spread was
rising. Perhaps was it already
anticipating that at some
point, there could be a need
for strong monetary stimulus
programs. The COVID-19 crisis probably precipitated this
scenario and since March,
the FED 150 basis points
cut, as well as its huge stimulus program, the US30Y-US10Y has resynched with inflation expectations. Goping forward,
both our oscillator series suggest further upside in the spread, probably into early/mid October on our medium term
oscillators (upper rectangle), perhaps into mid/late October on our long term ones). Again, as long as it doesn’t get out
of hand, such steepening is rather reflationary and positive for risk assets.

US10 Years – US3 Years Treasury Yield Spread
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

he US10Y-US3Y Treasury
is now following a similar
dynamic to the US30Y-US10Y
spread analyzed above. Up
until March, and since 2018,
their correlation was rather
low with the US10Y-US3Y
much more closely related to
the TIP/Treasury breakeven ratio (which was then dropping).
On our long term oscillators
(lower rectangle), we remain
rather prudent on its upward
potential in the near term, as
we may have reached a High
Risk position. On our medium
term ones (upper rectangle),
we show a similar projection
than on the US30Y-US10Y Treasury spread above and would expect a further upside retest into early/mid October. At this
stage, we do not expect a strong breakout above the March and June highs. We believe the US10Y-US3Y is indeed still
lagging the US30Y-US10Y spread as an upgrade in long term inflation expectations (as could be triggered by the FED’s
change in inflation targeting) should first be felt far out in the curve (a gradual bearish steepening starting with the long
end of the curve).
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US30 Years – US10 Years Treasury Yield Spread
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now consider the
longer term perspectives for both these spreads.
The US30Y-US10Y has been
in an uptrend since 2018 and
may have reached an intermediate top this Spring on our
long term oscillators (lower
rectangle). Our medium term
ones (upper rectangle) do
seem to show an extension
higher into early/mid Q4 and
then also an intermediate top.
Combining both, we would
probably expect further upside retesting into early/mid
Q4 and then a consolidation
down into late this year / early next year. For now, it is hard to judge what may trigger such a set-back or if it would be positive or negative for risk assets. Could it be the result of a strong second wave of COVID-19 infections, of uncertainty around and following the US election,
or of some kind of yield curve control or further QE announcement by the FED?

US10 Years – US3 Years Treasury Spread
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

S

imilarly, on the US 10Y-US
3Y Treasury spread, while
our medium term oscillators
(upper rectangle) may have
just topped out, the sequence
we show on our long term
ones may justify further upside into early Q4. Following
that, on both oscillator series,
we would expect some consolidation into late this year, perhaps next Spring. Hence, any
retest up towards the March
or June highs (i.e. above the
resistance of our C Corrective
targets to the upside above
0.5%, right-hand scale) would
probably be short lived for
now. If as described earlier in this article, the short term end of the curve remains quite subdued, this move should basically
mirror the evolution in the US10Y Treasury yield.
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US30 Years Treasury yields
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

W

e now turn to Treasury
yields themselves and
first to the bi-monthly graph of
the US30Y yield. While our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle)
indicate that we may have entered a long term Low Risk position (which at current levels
seem quite natural), our medium
term ones (upper rectangle) still
point to further downside pressure until Spring next year. Our
I Impulsive targets to the downside (right-hand scale) are quite
wide, but do suggest the possibility of a downside retest below
1%. Again, we wonder what may
trigger such a downside move.

US30 Years Treasury Yields
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n the Weekly graph, we had
initially projected for the
US30Y Treasury yield to bottom in
October this year (as suggested by
our long term oscillators – lower
rectangle). Yet, today, considering
the upside consolidation pattern
since March (i.e. a triangle) and the
bi-monthly graph above, we wonder if a new leg down is not more
likely. As shown on our medium
term oscillators (upper rectangle),
it could start early Q4 and extend
into early, perhaps Spring next
year. Downside targets (right-hand
scale) were fulfilled in March, yet
the US30Y Treasury yield could still
retest down towards these levels.
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US10 Years Treasury Yield
Weekly graph or the perspective over the 2 to 4 quarters

S

imilarly, on the US10Y Treasury yield, we would probably
favor the scenario we show on
our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle), which suggests
a resume downtrend situation
from early Q4, probably into
early, perhaps Spring next year.
Our I Impulsive targets to the
downside (right-hand scale)
may suggest further downside
towards 0.3% until then.

US10 Years Treasury Yield
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, the price action since March on the US10Y
Treasury yield has indeed been
very subdued. On both oscillators
(lower and upper rectangle), the
sequences we show suggest that
the US10Y yield could still bounce,
or at least hold up until early/mid
October, but could then resume
lower into late Fall at least. Such a
scenario would indeed imply some
kind of cyclical weakness into mid/
late Q4, or perhaps some new QE/
control initiative on the curve.
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German 10 Years Bund Yield
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

A

s a further check, we now consider the German 10Y Bund yield. Its
graph is perhaps cleaner than the US10Y
Treasury yield as with negative rates, no
further rate cuts were made in March.
While on our medium term oscillators
(upper rectangle), we show our previous
projections with an important low expected pretty much now (or more precisely
towards late Q3 / early Q4), we are considering a more negative scenario on our
long term ones (lower rectangle) where
German Bund yields could retest down
towards their March lows into Spring
next year. The question again is what
may trigger such a move. Will it reflect
strong negative developments on the
economic or risk assets side, or further
QE initiatives by the ECB (or both). Any breakout above -0.1% (which we believe wouldn’t be in the EurZone’s interest for now),
would probably hint to a much more inflationary scenario.

German 10 Years Bund Yield
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

F

inally, we consider the Daily graph of the
German 10Y Bund yield. The triangle
pattern since March is clear to see, and
in such cases, as often, our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles) point to
contradictory scenarios. Indeed, while our
long term oscillators (upper rectangle) are
currently making a top and could correct
down into late Fall, our medium ones (upper rectangle) indicate a bounce into early/mid October and then some correction
into late November / December. We would
probably settle for a new upside retest
into early October, and then a sell-off
into November, or perhaps even an long
trem continuation of the current range (i.e.
perhaps some kind implicit rate targeting).

Concluding Remarks:
For now, US Fixed Income markets seem pretty much under control and financial conditions are very loose. The front end and
belly of the curve (up to 3-5Y) have flattened out as all tenures have pretty much converged within 5 to 10 basis points of the
Fed Fund rates. Credit spreads are still narrowing. These trends seem to continue into mid/late October at least. Until then we
would probably not expect any large financial disruption. Equities could still retest up over the next few weeks and then probably gradually roll-over into November. The long end of the curve is slightly more dynamic, yet one really needs to move out to
the US30Y Treasury yield to see some noticeable 30 to 40 basis points moves. Following the recent change in the FED’s inflation
targeting, we may expect some follow through to the upside into early/mid October, with US30Y and 10Y treasury yields potentially retesting towards the top of their recent ranges (i.e. perhaps towards their June highs?), and the long end of the curve
could hence steepen slightly. Thereafter however, our oscillator series suggest some downside consolidation into late this year
/ early next year at least. Alternatively, Treasury yields could continue to trade in their current tight range.

23 / Navigating Equities and Bond Yield With The Liquidity Models: After
Some Correction The Next Equity And Yield Rally (By Late October - Early
November 2020) Could Be Strong

I

f our TCB models are correct, their
implications being likewise bolstered
by the seasonality of major indexes'
5-year averages, there could be further
pain in the markets up ahead. The
implications of these models: if there's
recovery soon, and markets top by late
in the month, the next trough may be
seen by late October-early November
(see 1st graph on this page).

T

he seasonality of the major indices'
5-year averages (NDX and SPX
as proxies) also provide support for
this thesis: a recovery from here (mid
September ) for about a week or two,
followed by more risk asset price declines
until late October- early November (see
Seasonality of 2020 NDX Index vs its 5-Yr average seasonality
1st graph and the two other graphs on
this page):

T

he seasonality of the equity indices
has been remarkably consistent
until early this year, when the COVID-19
pandemic threw all historic patterns
out of the window. However, we have
noticed that the markets are starting to
groove back to their historic norms. And
that includes the tendency of risk asset
prices and bond yields to rise during late
October – early November; we should
see that pattern reassert this year.
Yields and equities may start rising by
late October

T

he next inflection point higher in Seasonality of 2020 SPX vs its 5-Yr average seasonality
yields and equities may come with
strong Q3 GDP data. We firmly believe
that we will have a fantastic Q3 GDP
initial estimate on October 29.

O

ne of our favored tools is the ISM
surveys, both manufacturing and
services, and a hybrid ISM, which is
composed of 82% Services and 18%
manufacturing (see 1st chart on the next
page). Along with the sharp recovery
in risk assets (SPX as proxy) ISM data
suggests a sharp turn-around in US GDP
during Q3 2020.
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The other tool we have been tracking
for years is the CFNAI.

T

he CFNAI is a weighted average
of 85 existing monthly indicators of
national economic activity. It is
constructed to have an average value
of zero and a standard deviation of one.
Since economic activity tends toward
trend growth rate over time, a positive
index reading corresponds to growth
above trend and a negative index
reading corresponds to growth below
trend (see 2nd graph on this page).

T

he 85 economic indicators that are
included in the CFNAI are drawn
from four broad categories of data:
production and income; employment,
unemployment, and hours; personal
consumption and housing; and sales,
orders, and inventories. Each of these The Atlanta Fed estimates Q3 GDP at 30.8 pct.
data series measures some aspect
of overall macroeconomic activity.
The derived index provides a single,
summary measure of a factor common
to these national economic data.
Research has found that the CFNAI
provides a useful gauge on current and
future economic activity and inflation in
the United States.

T

he
V-shaped
recovery
in
highlighted
indicators
argue
for much better Q3 GDP data than
expected by analysts. That, in fact, is
what is being flagged by the Atlanta
Fed's GDPNowcast.

T

he V-shaped recovery in these
indicators argue for a much better
Q3 GDP data that have been flogged
report by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
by many analysts. That. in fact, is what
Statistics and this morning’s releases
ie being flagged by the Atlanta Federal
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
Reserve's GDPNowcast.
and U.S. Census Bureau, the nowcasts
The variables that the Atlanta Fed track of third-quarter real gross private
also suggest a strong rebound in growth domestic investment growth and thirdin Q3 2020
quarter real government spending
Latest estimate: 30.8 percent — growth increased from 29.6 percent
and 17.0 percent, respectively, to 35.1
September 10, 2020
percent and 17.9 percent, respectively.
he GDPNow model estimate for real
GDP growth (seasonally adjusted
annual rate) in the third quarter of
2020 is 30.8 percent on September 10,
up from 29.6 percent on September
3 (see 2nd chart on this page). After
last week’s release of the employment

T

W

hy is the Q3 2020 strong growth
outlook significant?

Three reasons:
1. Systemic monetary liquidity and
Money Supply (primed by FedGov debt)
are the primary driver of bond yields -whatever pundits tell you otherwise
2. All else being equal, a larger money
supply lowers market interest rates,
making it less expensive for consumers
to borrow, and vice versa
3. FedGov debt and Money Supply are
contra-cyclical to growth; if GDP rises,
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FedGov debt and Money Supply fall, and
so interest rates (bond yields) will rise

O

ne offshoot of this supercharged
GDP growth is a strong rebound in
interest rates ad bond yields. Changes
in interest rates are inter-linked with the
change in systemic monetary liquidity
and money supply. In turn, changes in
systemic liquidity and money supply are
primed by changes in the FedGov debt
levels. (see 1st chart on this page).

S

ystemic monetary liquidity and
Money Supply (primed by FedGov
debt) are the primary driver of bond
yields -- whatever pundits tell you
otherwise.   All else being equal, a
larger money supply lowers market
interest rates, making it less expensive
for consumers to borrow, and vice
versa.  FedGov debt and Money Supply
are contra-cyclical to growth; if GDP
rises, FedGov debt and Money Supply
fall, and so interest rates (bond yields)
will rise.

T

he 1st graph on this page shows
these sequential relationships.
Changes in interest rates are interlinked with the change in systemic
monetary liquidity and money supply. In
turn, changes in systemic liquidity and
money supply are primed by changes in
the FedGov debt levels.
The role the central bank balance
sheets will play in this forthcoming
reflation
are impacting US equities (SPX as proxy)
and bond yields (10yr yield as proxy).
e have been showing this 2nd
See the two graphs above.
chart on this page of the G5
balance sheets for several years now,
s far as we are concerned,
and the data continues to provide
systemic liquidity from the largess
superb leading indications of what of the global central is the ultimate
to expect from risk asset prices and high the financial markets can have.
interest rates.
The graphs above and below illustrate

W
F

or longer-term market forecasts (as
far out as one year ahead), we again
roll out the graphs showing how liquidity
from global central bank players gets to
prime the financial markets. This is how
the balance sheets of the G5 central
banks (Federal Reserve, European
Central Bank, Bank of Japan, People's
Bank of China, and Swiss National Bank)

A

the power of the global central banks'
money in pushing risk asset prices
- with an even longer lead than that
provided by the Fed's monetary policy
alone.

I

f this is right, Q1 2021 will deliver
fantastic equity returns (2nd graph
above).
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26 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT
US Equities could retrace into mid Q4, the Nasdaq100 should then lead a
strong rally into next Spring

T

he recovery rally since March has been impressive and all the main equity indexes have participated. This equity bonanza culminated
late August with a strong blow-off rally on the Nasdaq100. The sell-off that followed has been brisk, yet over the last few days, the
recovery also seems quite dynamic. We expect an upside retest into late September / early October and then further retracement into
November. Longer term, into 2021, we remain very constructive on equity markets and the Nasdaq100’s leadership. Here’s why.

S&P500 Index
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

T

he S&P500 index is back above its all time
highs. In terms of long term upside targets,
it is quite extended (close to our I2 Impulsive
2 extended targets to the upside – right-hand
scale), yet, both our oscillator series are still
below the Overbought zone. We hence remain constructive on this long term uptrend,
probably towards 2022 on our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) and towards 4’000
in first instance. In the meantime, our medium
term oscillators (upper rectangle) may have entered an intermediate High Risk position, which
may justify some retracement over the next few
months.

S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n this Weekly graph the recovery since
March is impressive, especially considering the new all time highs that were recently
made. On our medium oscillators (upper rectangle), the S&P500 may be approaching an
intermediate High Risk zone and could see
some retracement this Fall. Yet, on our long
term ones (lower rectangle), it should find
support towards late Q4 and rise again, probably into Spring next year. Downside risk is
towards our C Corrective targets in the 3’050
– 2’770 range (right-hand scale), which we
believe is probably exaggerated for now given
the intermediate nature of the upcoming 1-2
months consolidation period we expect. Upside potential into next year could be towards 3’890 or the upper end of our I Impulsive
targets to the upside (right-hand scale).
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S&P500 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, the
correction over the last
2 weeks comes a bit early in
respect to the timing both our
oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles). We believe,
it is probably intermediate,
but may herald further consolidation events to come over
the next few months. Hence,
we expect the S&P500 to probably retest up at least into
late September on our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle), perhaps into October as shown on our medium
term ones (upper rectangle).
New highs may indeed materialize. Thereafter from early/mid October, into November, we expect a new period of retracement (perhaps by 10-15%),
before the trend resumes higher from mid/late November / December into next year. Our I Impulsive targets to the upside (right-hand scale) between 3’770 and 4’240 could then be reached by next Spring.

Nasdaq 100 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Nasdaq100 Index, the top early September did also come early
in terms of timing on both
our oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles). Yet,
on the other hand, the
Nasdaq100 was also more
extended than other markets
as it had reached our I Impulsive targets to the upside
in the 12’100 13’700 range
(right-hand scale). Nevertheless, we believe that the
current leg up since March
may attempt to retest up
at least towards its recent
highs, probably into late
September / early October
as suggested again by both oscillator series. Thereafter, from early/mid October, we would expect a new period of retracement, possibly into November. The downside risk indicated by our C Corrective targets to the downside (right-hand
scale) does seem aggressive though for now, and we would probably settle for 10 to 15% downside risk from the highs, into
November (similarly to the S&P500). Thereafter, from mid/late November, perhaps December, we expect the Nasdaq100 to
resume its uptrend, probably into next year. It could reach the higher end of our I Impulsive targets to the upside towards
13’700 (right-hand scale) by next Spring.
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S&P500 Index vs US S&P Staples sector Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now consider various
US equity profiles vs
each other in order to understand the way forward in terms
of factor allocation and implicitly confirm our more general
market scenario. We first start
with the S&P500 Index vs the
Defensive US S&P Staples Sector Index. While, our long tern
oscillators (lower rectangle)
are probably still in a resume
uptrend
situation,
which
should support the ratio higher
into early next year at least,
our medium term ones (upper
rectangle) may have recently
made an intermediate top. It
should weigh on the ratio for 2-3 months, probably into mid Q4 in first instance, which implies a potential rebound in
Defensive themes vs the S&P500. Following that, the ratio should resume its uptrend from mid/late Q4, probably into
next Spring, and towards our I Impulsive targets to the upside 10 to 20% above current levels (right-hand scale). This is generally positive for risk assets and equity markets into next year.

S&P500 Index vs US S&P Staples sector Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

S

horter term, on the Daily
graph, the ratio has already
started to stall. It actually made
its highs in early July and has
since been consolidating at
high levels. Our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) are still
in an uptrend sequence and
may justify a retest up into
late September. Our medium
term ones (upper rectangle)
are already in a downtrend sequence, yet may see a bounce
into late September / early October. We believe this is in line
with the upside retest we expect more generally on equity
markets over the next few
weeks. Thereafter, from early/mid October, we believe the ratio could resume lower again, probably into November.
It could then gradually stabilize and resume its uptrend towards early next year at least. This would then be generally
positive for equity markets.
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Dow Jones Industrial Index vs the US S&P Staples Sector Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e hereby also compare
other US equity indexes
vs the US S&P Staples Sector
Index, and will first start with
the Dow Jones Industrial Average. It is generally more cyclical and more value driven
that the S&P500, and has been
consolidating down since early
June vs US Staples. Both our
oscillators (lower and upper
rectangles) are indeed already
in downtrend sequences, yet,
may now be approaching an
intermediate bottom. It could
justify a bounce of the Dow
Jones Industrial Index vs US
Staples over the next few
weeks, probably into late September / early October, perhaps into mid October. Following that, we expect more downside on the ratio, which may extend lower as far as December according to both our oscillator series.

Russell 2000 Index vs the US S&P Staples Sector Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

A

nother cyclical index that
we can compare to the
US S&P Staples Sector Index is
the Russell 2000 US small cap
index. On our long term oscillators (lower rectangle), it may
still attempt to recoup some of
its recent underperformance
into late September, while on
our medium term oscillators
(upper rectangle) it is rather
Oversold and could bounce
into late September, perhaps
early October. Following that,
the ratio rolls-over again into
the Fall towards late November, perhaps even December, i.e. the time window
for further outperformance by cyclical indexes vs the S&P500 this year will probably close towards late September /
early October.
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Nasdaq100 Index vs the US S&P Staples Sector Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

F

inally, we move to the other
end of the Growth/Cyclical spectrum and compare
the Nasdaq100 to the US S&P
Staples Sector Index. The ratio
has been consolidating at high
levels since early July and could
now start to retest up into
late September / early October on both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles).
Following that, it probably
consolidates down into November, before gradually resuming its uptrend from mid/
late November and towards
next year. Our C Corrective targets to the downside over the
next couple of months are circa 2 to 10% lower than today (right-hand scale), while the potential for an upside retest over
the next few weeks is towards the ratio’s previous highs (circa 12% higher than today), i.e. risk/reward is rather neutral for
now.

Nasdaq100 Index vs the S&P500 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

he ratio of the Nasdaq
100 vs the S&P500 Index
has been following a similar
path over the last few months that the one comparing
the Nasdaq100 to the US
Staples sector above (i.e. this
is usually then case when
technology leads). Yet, during periods of equity markets corrections, both ratios
then often diverge, with the
Nadsaq100 underperforming
US Staples, while outperforming the S&P500. This is
what we saw in March and
may see again from early
October. In the meantime,
however, we are quite neutral on this ratio into late September, may expect the Nasdaq100 to underperform slightly (as
cyclical factors attempt to bounce), but on both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles), we would then expect the
Nasdaq 100 to outperform again from early October, probably into year-end at least (while it could underperform the US
Staples sector into November, as shown above).
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Nasdaq100 Index vs the S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now consider the ratio on a
Weekly basis. It is very much
extended and has reached a High Risk position on our long term oscillators (lower
rectangle). Yet, on our medium term ones
(upper rectangle), an uptrend sequence
still seems underway. It probably resumes higher from late Q3 / early Q4.
and then potentially extends up into
Spring next year. By then, the ratio may
reach our I2 Impulsive 2 extended targets
to the upside in the 151 – 160 range (or
6 to 15% above current levels), i.e. this
long term uptrend is already extended,
but probably pushes higher for a few
quarters.

Nasdaq100 Index vs the S&P500 Index
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

W

e now consider the same ratio
on a bi-monthly basis. It is also
very extended having reached our I2
Impulsive 2 extended targets to the upside (right-hand scale), and a High Risk
position on our medium term oscillators
(upper rectangle). Yet, on our long term
ones (lower rectangle), the ratio still
shows the possibly of a further resume
uptrend situation, probably from late
this year into 2022. Hence, the Nasdaq’s leadership may extend as far as a
couple more years.
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Dow Jones Industrial Index vs the Nasdaq 100 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e conclude our comparison of the different US
equity profiles with the ratios
comparing more cyclical indexes to the Nasdaq 100 Index.
We first look at the Dow Jones
Industrial Average vs the Nasdaq100 Index. The ratio has
been attempting to bounce
since early July and according
to both our oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangle)
may continue to do so into
early October. Thereafter, we
expect the Dow Jones Industrial Average to underperform
again, probably until year-end
at least. Over the next few
weeks, the remaining rebound potential on the ratio may be between 2 and 5% according to our C Corrective targets to the
upside (right-hand scale), while the downside potential into year-end measured by our I2 Impulsive 2 extended targets to
the downside is probably between 8 and 15%. The risk reward is hence negative over the next few months.

Russell 2000 Index vs the Nasdaq 100 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

S

imilarly, we look at the
ratio of the Russell 2000
index vs the Nasdaq100,
which was very Oversold
(a Low Risk position on our
long term oscillators – lower
rectangle). Since early September, the ratio has also
been attempting to bounce
and could continue to do so
until late September/early October on our medium
term oscillators (upper rectangle). Thereafter, we expect the Russell 2000 index
to resume lower vs the Nasdaq100, probably into late
this year at least.
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Global Internet Giants vs the All Country Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e conclude this article by looking at two
extremes in the technology space. First,
we compare the Global Internet Giants ETF vs
the All Country World index. The ratio is very
similar to the one of the Nasdaq100 Index vs
the S&P500 Index. It has been consolidating
at high levels since July and could continue to
do so into early October on both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles). From early
October, the ratio then resumes its uptrend,
probably into year-end and perhaps early next
year. Its outperformance potential measured
by our I2 Impulsive 2 extended targets to the
upside could still amount to between 15 and
25% (right-hand scale).

S&P Small Cap Information Technology vs Russell 2000 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

I

t might be appealing to consider that given the
recent outperformance by large Tech stocks, it
could be worthwhile to focus on smaller technology stocks? Yet, these are showing a very
different profile that their larger peers, and have
been widely underperforming, even vs other
small cap stocks in the Russell 2000 index. The
ratio is in a strong downtrend and probably
continues lower into early/mid October in
first instance. It could then bounce into late
November (i.e. possibly a defensive bounce),
but then probably continues lower towards
early next year. The tech mega caps seem to
be in their own league, even vs their smaller
technology peers, i.e. it’s a liquidity game of
which Mega Tech Growth stocks are the main
beneficiaries.

Concluding remarks:

U

S equity markets and the Nasdaq100 did see a strong sell-off early September. It did come slightly early in respect to the timing of
our oscillators and we hence believe this dip is probably an intermediate one. We now expect, US equity markets to retest up (and
probably make new highs) into late September, perhaps even into early/mid October, when we expect a further top. It may then trigger a
longer period of consolidation, perhaps lasting 1 or 2 months into circa mid November. The downside risk we anticipate for this correction
is probably between 10 and 15%. On the factor front, the environment is indeed starting to turn more defensive. The US Staples sector
did rebound early September vs the S&P500 index, and while it could retest down into late September / early October, it then probably
bounces again into mid/late November. In the meantime, more cyclical profiles such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average or the Russell
2000 may see a “Kiss Goodbye” in relative performance, i.e. a bounce into late September / early October, before underperforming into
November and probably even into early next year. As for the Nasdaq 100, it has been consolidating at high levels since early July vs most
equity profiles, it may continue to do so into November vs the US Staples sectors, but probably starts to outperform again vs more cyclical
profiles from early/mid October. Then from mid/late November, it should recoup its lead vs all equity profiles and fuel a strong rally that
could lead most equities higher into Spring next year.

34 /A weaker EUR could kickstart outperformance from European
equities soon

I

n the August 2020 edition of The
Capital Observer, we discussed
the thesis that the lagged impact of
the US capital account balance plus
rising bond yields will support the
US Dollar soon. We said at that time:
Changes in the US capital account
normally show up in the valuation
changes of the US currency 5 to 6 quarters
later. Capital accounts improve when
non-resident (external) capital inflows
increase or resident (domestic) capital
outflows slow. The sharp improvement
in the domestic capital account since Q4
of 2018 to Q4 2019 will therefore likely to
result in recovery of the US dollar during
Q3 this year until Q2 of 2021 (see 1st and
2nd chart on this page).

This is how the chart above looks like today

T
A

he weakness of the US Dollar ends
soon, if it has not already done so

s we see front the preceding charts
as well as the chart above, the recent
US Dollar weakness was due to the lagged
impacts of recent capital outflows. But
we also suggest that this short episode of
weakness is coming to an end. We further
suggest that the next bout of US dollar's
continuing strength will come from the
steady improvement of the US Capital
Account Balance during the period of Q4
2018 to Q4 2019.

T

he US Dollar (with the DXY Index as
proxy) has been weak against a bevy
of Developed Market (DM) currencies
since March 20 earlier in the year when
the 10-year yield (red line) started to
weaken. The Dollar has traded sideways
as bond yields also went sideways. But in
late June, bond yields started to decline
in earnest, which of course undercut the
DXY significantly (green line, see 3rd chart
on this page and the 1st chart on next
page).

F

rom what we see in the preceding
charts (1st chart of the next page
included) the US Dollar weakness should
come to an end soon, and should start
dominating the developed currencies
again. The entire point in this narrative
is that the recent strength of the Euro
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should also come to an end.

T
T

This is how the chart above looks today

he run of the EUR higher is due to
end, if it has not already ended

here is nothing more illustrative
of the shift in FX dominance from
the EUR to the US Dollar than the new
situation in several macro data. In the
last several months, almost all the macro
factors in region to region, country to
country comparison were against the US
currency, especially those that matter
in FX currency valuation. Interest rate
spreads between US and Germany (as
proxy for EUR short term rates) were
in favor of the latter, as post COVID-19
measures taken by the Federal Reserve
brought US short term rate to near zero.
However, that may end soon. US interest
rates have risen sharply in recent days,
and by late September, the seasonal
upturn in US rates across the board
should turn that spread in favor of the US
Dollar.

M

oreover, against the EUR, the
dollar's most stalwart rival, GDP
growth spreads now lean favorably
towards the U.S. This spread leads the
EUR/USD exchange rate by almost six
months. The shift lower means that US
growth is outpacing that of the Eurozone
(see 2nd chart on this page). This will
become even more significant if the
growth outlook for the US in Q3 hews
close to what we expect (as discussed
below). The EUR should keel over very
soon, if it has not already done so.

I
E

mplications of a weak EUR for
European equities

uropean equities are negatively
correlated to the rise and fall of EUR,
that is to say, a strong EUR negatively
impacts the performance od European
equities, and vice versa. A weak EUR brings
positive underlying factors, and boosts
the performance of European stocks, all
other things remaining the same (see
3rd chart on this page). Ostensibly, the
equities of export-oriented European
companies get hammered (after a lag)
when the local currency is strong.

I

n the present situation, the EUR started
strengthening against the US currency
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several months ago. But the full impact
of that stronger EUR will not be felt until
sometime in the middle of November,
this year. We then expect European
equities to remain relatively weak
until middle of May. That is, assuming
that the recent USD rally (and EUR
weakness) is the start of a change in
lead roles – the EUR dominant spot
rotating to the US Dollar.

T

he outlook is a short-term
pain
for
Europe
equities,
but once the USD dominance
reasserts, Europe stocks should be
on a roll until middle of next year.

I

t is time that European stocks get a
break. We are coming up on 13 years
of nearly relentless outperformance by
U.S. equities relative to counterparts in
Europe, owing to the former's sector
skew toward Tech and Communications
Services stocks, among other things
(see 1st chart on this page). The
comparative data is too lopsided in
favor of US equities, that it borders on
ridiculous.

F

rom November 30, 2007, to August
24, 2020, the MSCI Europe Index
chalked up total annual returns of 0.9%,
a frustrating result when you consider
that the Russell 1000 Index of U.S.
equities posted gains of 9.2% annually –
you can see that massive MSCI Europe
underperformance in the 2nd chart on
this page.

I

ronically, the strength of the US Dollar
has significantly contributed to the
performance of the Russell over MSCI
Europe (Russell/MSCI Europe). The
attraction of a strong currency, plus
robust tech companies rounds up the
allure of US equity markets.
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37 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT
European Equities could outperform into mid October

T

he EuroStoxx 50 index made a climax low in March, which annihilated almost all its performance since 2012 or since the end of the initial
EuroZone crisis. This sell-off also concludes a 5 years consolidation pattern since early 2015. We hence believe that European markets
may have started a new long term uptrend. On a relative basis, Europe has been underperforming the US consistently over the last 10 year.
The ratio is now very Oversold and may finally have a chance to start reversing up. We believe that such a move will probably require rising
European equity markets along with a rising EUR/USD. This would indicate that investment flows are gradually returning to Europe. In this
article, we consider the shorter term timing for European markets until year-end. We aim to understand if this switch could be starting to
materialize.

EuroStoxx 50 Index
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

T

he EuroStoxx 50 Index has been consolidating
down since 2015 in what appears to be a
large corrective pattern. We believe that the
sell-off this Spring probably represented a last
climax sell-off, which may have nailed the end
of this long period of negative performance. The
index has since been rebounding and according
to our long term oscillators (lower rectangle)
may continue to resume its uptrend potentially
into 2022. If we are correct with this long term
scenario, the EuroStoxx 50 may make new highs
over the next couple of years and could reach
up to our I Impulsive targets to the upside in
the 3’940 – 4’510 range (right-hand scale). In the
meantime, our medium term oscillators suggest
that the index may have reached an intermediate
High Risk position, which could trigger several
months of consolidation. We are however
doubtful that it could be as deep as our C Corrective targets to the downside would suggest, i.e. in the 3’110 – 2’680 range. Indeed, their lower
end was pretty much fulfilled already in March this year, and further setbacks going forward will probably be of smaller scope.

EuroStoxx 50 Index vs the S&P500 Index (currency hedged ratio)
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

O

n a relative basis, while the EuroStoxx 50 was
consolidating, other indexes, such has the
S&P500 were powering higher. Hence, the relative
graph is quite painful to watch for the EuroStoxx
50, which has been linearly underperforming for
the last 10 years. The ratio we use here is hedged
for currency movements, which means it compare
the nominal values of each index. Despite this adjustment and the fact that the EUR/USD has also
been underperforming throughout the last decade, Europe still underperforms the US, even on
this hedged currency basis. This reveals that the
problems of European equity markets are most
probably structural, and is also possibly related
to a sustained outflow of funds towards higher
growth regions such as the US. Going forward,
the ratio is now very Oversold on both oscillator
series (lower and upper rectangles), and on our long term ones (lower rectangle), we would even venture to project an initial bounce into
mid/late next year. Counterintuitively, we wonder if this rebound may accompany EUR/USD higher (or not?). It could only do so we believe if the
extent of stimulus measures and the pace of the economic recovery justify that investment flows gradually return to Europe.
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EuroStoxx 50 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n the Weekly graph, the
EuroStoxx 50 index saw a
strong initial rebound into June
as the large ECB stimulus program and a first initiative to mutualize government debt across
the EuroZone were announced.
Since then, EUR/USD has continued higher and European markets have stalled. For now, they
are still struggling around the
resistance of the upper end of
our C Corrective targets to the
upside at circa 3’300 (righthand scale). We believe the
EuroStoxx 50 will break through
these levels at some point (i.e.
our bullish scenario above on
the bi-monthly graph), yet it could take until early next year to clearly do so. On the timing front, this leg up since March
could still see a last short upside break-out into late Q3 / early Q4, towards an intermediate High Risk position on our
medium term oscillators (upper rectangle), could then retrace a couple of months (at this stage, the downside is probably limited), and find a new support point towards late Q4 on our long term oscillators (lower rectangle). It should
then rise more dynamically into Spring next year.

EuroStoxx 50 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, since
early June, the EuroStoxx
50 has been working through
the resistance of the upper end
of our C Corrective targets to
the upside around 3’300 (righthand scale). This tight trading
range has been quite dull. Our
long term oscillators (lower rectangle) suggest that there may
be a short window left into
late September for a potential
last short term break-out attempt. Our medium term ones
(upper rectangle) are quite
Oversold and hence supportive for a short leg up into late
September, perhaps into early/
mid October. Thereafter, from
early/mid October, both oscillator series suggest a retracement into November. The downside risk is potentially towards
3’000 at worse we believe (circa 10% from current levels), i.e. towards the late April highs.
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EuroStoxx 50 Index in US Dollars
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

C

onsidering the EuroStoxx
50 in US Dollars offers a
more dynamic picture (and
a 52% performance since
March). Price are above our
C Corrective targets to the
upside (right-hand scale) and
may be eying our I Impulsive
targets to the upside in the
4’340 – 4’870 range over the
next 6 to 12 months (another
10 to 25% above current
levels). The sequence we
show on our medium term
oscillators (upper rectangle)
starts in early March and has
probably reached a High Risk
position. Yet, the one we show
on our long term ones (lower rectangle) extends into mid October. Its initial leg up (towards a first intermediate top early
June, i.e. a blue top) coincides with the sequence we show below on EUR/USD, i.e. if not in nominal terms, the EuroStoxx 50
could push higher in US Dollar terms into mid October. It then probably retraces down into mid/late November, before
resuming higher again towards next year.

EUR/USD
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e expect EUR/USD to
extend one leg higher
in this initial breakout rally,
which really started to accelerate up from late April / May.
Indeed, while our long term
oscillators (lower rectangle)
may have reached a High Risk
position, our medium term
ones (upper rectangle) seem
to extend higher into early/
mid October, possibly towards the higher end of our I
Impulsive targets to the upside around 1.22 (right-hand
scale). Following that, we expect the pair to correct down
by 4 to 6 figures (or circa 0.5
to 0.8 times our historical volatility measure “Delta”, here at 0.0882 – medium rectangle, right-hand side), probably into
mid/late November.
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EUR/USD
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n the Weekly graph,
EURUSD pretty much
confirms this timing. The
sequence we show on our
long term oscillators (lower
rectangle) suggests an initial
top towards late Q3. The one
on our medium term ones
(upper rectangle), which
stems from late April / May
would extend this target
into October. EUR/USD then
probably corrects down into
late this year, perhaps early
next year, before rallying
again towards new highs
next Spring. According to
out I Impulsive targets to
the upside (right-hand scale), it may reach the 1.27 – 1.34 range by then. Note: Alternatively, as we show on our long term
oscillators (lower rectangle), we would worry if the upside momentum stalls early next year. This could represent a failure to
confirm this year’s breakout and EUR/USD could then resume lower for most of 2021. This is not our preferred scenario for
now, just something to watch out for.

MSCI EuroZone Index vs the S&P500 Index (currency Hedged)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

B

ased on this extension up we
expect in EUR/USD, probably
into early/mid October at least,
we now consider the ratio of the
EuroZone Currency hedged EFT
(HEZU ETF) vs the S&P500 Index
(SPY ETF). The relationship of
the ratio vs the EUR/USD since
March has been quite volatile.
In late March/ early April, the
ratio followed the EUR/USD
higher and lower as it bounced
and retraced back. It then
moved up with EUR/USD again
into early June. Since then, both
have been trading in opposite
directions. Our oscillators series
(lower and upper rectangles)
are now suggesting that the ratio may be building a base, probably between now and early/mid October and while the
EUR/USD may retest up. It could then bounce into November as the EUR/USD weakens.
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MSCI EuroZone ETF vs the S&P500 Index (in US Dollars)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e now consider the ratio
of the Eurozone ETF in US
Dollars (EZU) vs the S&P500 (SPY
ETF). The sequence we show on both
oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangle) are still uptrending and
probably extend into October,
probably even mid October on our
long term oscillators. We believe
the ratio probably continues the
profit from the extension up we
expect in EUR/USD until then,
but then consolidates into mid/
late November as the impact of a
weaker EUR/USD outweighs the
pick-up on a hedge currency basis
(see graph above).

MSCI Germany Index vs the S&P500 Index (in US Dollars)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e push the comparison
a bit further with the
ratio of the German market in
US Dollars (EWG ETF) vs the
S&P500 (SPY ETF). Germany
has been the strongest market
in the EuroZone since March,
or since the EUR/USD started
to reverse up. It does indeed
seem more resilient to EUR/
USD strength than others,
perhaps because on the
broad geographical diversity
of its export markets, towards
Asia especially. This also
means that it will probably
be impacted more once EUR/
USD starts to consolidate. for
now, the strength of its ratio vs the S&P500 probably extends towards new highs into mid October on both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles) It then probably consolidates down with EUR/USD into mid/late November.
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European Industrials vs the European Food & Beverage sector
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

C

onsidering cyclical sectors vs
more defensives ones in Europe,
we come to a similar conclusion. The
ratio presented here compares the
European Industrials sector vs the
more Defensive Food & Beverage
sector (comparisons between other
cyclical sectors such as European
Chemicals, Autos or Natural
Resources vs European Healthcare
or Utilities render similar results).
European cyclical sectors still
seem to outperform defensives
ones into mid October, as shown
on both our oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles). They should
then underperform vs Defensive
ones into late November.

European Deep Value Sectors vs the Europe Stoxx 600 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

he European Banks or Energy sectors
are very deep value and have been
in a downtrend vs the Europe Stoxx
600 since early June. In this graph we
present an equal weighted portfolio
of both these sectors vs the European
index. On both oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles), the ratio seems
to be reaching an intermediate bottom.
The bounce could last between 3 to
6 weeks or probably into early/mid
October. This seems to point to some
kind of cyclical bounce in the near term
(as we have already noted in the article
on US equities), before equity markets
eventually start to retrace down from mid
October into November. The last rally of
these sectors vs the European Index was
between April and early June when European markets were outperforming on a nominal basis and the EUR/USD was also rising (i.e.
potentially when flows returned to Europe from the US)..
Concluding remarks:

W

e are positive on European markets into 2022. We expect them to make new highs above their long standing early 2015 –
early 2020 consolidation range. Over the next couple years, we also believe that European equity markets may recover on a
relative basis. This would probably imply performing European equities, combined with a stronger EUR/USD and potentially a return
of net inflows of funds into Europe. Since March, we may be seeing the premises of this trade. Indeed, since then, European markets
and especially the Eurozone, and Germany in particular, have outperformed US ones on a Dollar denominated basis. On a hedged
currency basis, the Eurozone is pretty much flat vs the US vs the lows made in March (- 15% YTD). This is not outstanding but at least
indicates some stabilization and that the pick-up in EUR/USD is being absorbed, resulting in an outperformance in US Dollar terms.
Going forward, our analysis suggests that Europe may outperform in US Dollar terms into mid October while EUR/USD probably
extends up once more, perhaps towards 1.22. It then consolidates down with the pair into mid/late November at least. Europe in
nominal terms should then see a pick-up vs US markets. Looking into Spring next year, we expect another leg up in EUR/USD and
believe that again the currency effect could outweigh any European underperformance in nominal terms. This is positive for Europe
markets until then, in US Dollar terms at least.
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43 / Oil supply begins to build: the expected large pullback in oil
prices is happening and that may last until late October – early
November

T

he last time we reported on crude oil
in June 2020 edition of The Capital
Observer , when we suggested: “Long
trades in crude oil may have to wait
for a large pullback; but supply output
constrictions thereafter should put a
higher price bias by Q1 2021, at least”.
We noted at that time:

Q

uarantines, meanwhile, are slowly
easing and isolated segments of
society are slowly returning to restaurants
and shopping centers. Investors are
factoring the reduced lockdowns in
most countries and the expectations this
brought of a higher demand for oil. But
beneath the din of relief are worries that
the bull run for oil, and the economy in
general, may have gotten ahead of itself. This is how the chart above looks today
Since May 1, the Brent crude oil price has
closed in negative territory in only eight of
the nearly 30 or so trading sessions. The
global benchmark is on an unprecedented
tear, spiking an astonishing 19.7% for the
week ending June 5 to close at $42.30 per
barrel.

H

owever, the huge rebound in oil prices
came despite US diesel demand
falling to a 21-year low and gasoline
stockpiles swelling, according to the EIA,
which suggested that the consumption
of petroleum refined products is not
recovering as quickly as anticipated.
This could prove to be problematical, as
consumers do not buy crude oil – they buy
oil products. US storage tanks, moreover,
were on the cusp of overflowing, the
same problem which brought US crude
oil prices to negative territory in April.
The situation has marginally improved,
but it remains a huge issue in the oil price
discovery process.

T

he issue is timing long bets in oil.
For now, the prices are stretched to
perfection and by unwinding of massive
short oil positions. We believe we may
even see a large pullback in WTI oil prices
– a tremendous buying opportunity. But
the outlook from those levels should
become much better – the best run that

we expect maybe seen going into the
end of the year, as CO&FL supplies will
be severely constrained over the next
several months (see 1st graph above).

previously primary factors that were
positive and were supportive of prices,
have turned around, and have started
to turn negative for oil prices.

What has changed since our June 2020
report on crude oil?

T

here are other factors that are
currently weighing on prices, in the
form of expectations of the agencies
he main aspect that has changed is
that monitor oil industry activity have
basically our global supply vector
flipped-flopped on crucial metrics (see
model (dashed, blue line) has reached
the two graphs above).
its inflection point as expected –
global supply has started to build up
again. That has a significant impact
on the oil price discovery process. The

T
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W

e produce our own work on
demand and supply trends, but oil
prices rise and fall based in large part on
the perception of the future more so than
on the reality of today. And that perception
of the future is largely shaped by data
coming from the US Energy Information
Administration (EIA). Recent months have
seen crude prices rise nicely as it appears
the worst of the COVID-19 pandemic is
past us. Unfortunately, a new set of data
provided by the EIA (Energy Information
Administration) in its Short-Term Energy
Outlook (STEO) reveals that while the
picture is still likely bullish in the long run,
it's not quite as appealing as previously
anticipated (and reported).

I

n the first table of this page, US production
expectations and OPEC production
expectations are laid out compared to
what the EIA anticipated one month ago.
No revisions were made to either group for
2019. At this point in the year, any changes
for last year are normally unlikely to occur.
This year, however, is different. The EIA
reports that output this year in the US
should average around 11.38 million
barrels per day. This is substantially
lower than the 12.25 million barrels per
day seen in 2019, but it's still 0.12 million
barrels per day above the 11.26 million
barrels per day the EIA forecasted in its
August report, its most recent.

less. This collectively translates to 138.7
million fewer barrels on the market
next year. It nets out for this year and
next some 83.8 million barrels in lower
output compared to what would have
been produced had the EIA's August
numbers been upheld.

T

year, the picture doesn't really look
much better. On a net basis, we should
see the picture worsen even more next
year, this time by 193.45 million barrels
compared to prior expectations. Again,
these new projections are hewing close
to the supply vector we first calculated
in June 2020.

hat looks encouraging – and indeed
we take a strong interest on how
these projections will pan out. However,
that there's more to the equation in
the supply/demand balance than just
supply. Demand is just as important.
he US isn't the only nation seeing an
We work on the data provided by the
increase in production expectations.
EIA and OPEC.
OPEC as a group should now produce
around 25.78 million barrels per day.
his year, the expectation is for
This is 0.03 million barrels per day higher
global supply to average 94.60
than what the EIA thought it would be million barrels per day, about 0.38
a month ago. Put together, the US and million barrels per day higher than
OPEC should see collective oil production previously anticipated, but for demand
rise by 54.9 million barrels this year.
to fall to 93.07 million barrels per day.
This is weaker prior to expectations to
or us, it is a resounding validation of the
the tune of 0.07 million barrels per day.
forecasts we calculated in June 2020
In all, this should result in the supply/
as shown in the first two graphs on the
demand balance tilting even more in
previous page
favor of excess output for the 2020
IA recent reports nonetheless, suggest year.
that this growing supply glut could
urrent forecasts now call for this
change next year. US production is
excess to average 1.53 million
expected to average 0.06 million barrels
barrels per day. This works out to nearly
per day less and OPEC are expected to
560 million barrels of extra crude. Next
average a hefty 0.32 million barrels per day

T

T
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W

e also looked at US centric
metrics, and found those
supportive of the broad conclusions
derived from EIA and OPEC data. For
instance, US gasoline and oil inventory
models are suggesting that current US
oil inventory drawdowns are coming
to an end.

W

TI price model has been
negative for a month -- WTI
oil price recently keeled over and will
do so for a while. This suggests to
us that WTI and Brent Oil prices will
be under pressure from here until
late October – early November. US
oil inventories tend to start picking
up in late November, but oil prices
tend to anticipate the data, and we
could see oil prices start to pick up
by late October – early November.
That price rally may last until early
February, but a downturn comes
next, again anticipating a reversal of
inventory withdrawals, and the start
of a new cycle of inventory build-up.
From there, we do not expect a reversal
of crude oil price weakness until midApril 2021, when lower inventory trends
by early May next year become clear
to inventory modelers. Price could be
higher going into winter of next year.
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46/ MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT
Oil could bounce back into early October, but then drops into mid/late Q4 at
least

O

il price have traded in a tight range all Summer following their recovery bounce into early June. Early September they did
sell off quite briskly, but are now recovering. In this article, we consider the upside potential for this recovery, but more
generally the medium to long scenario into early / Spring next year. Our analysis isn’t positive for Oil and Energy until then.

Brent Oil (USD/barrel)
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

B

rent topped out with most cyclical factors from mid/late 2018 and following
an attempt to bounce back in 2019, sold off
aggressively to historic lows into March as
demand was destroyed by the COVID.19 crisis. It has since been bouncing with other risk
assets. On our long term oscillators (lower
rectangle), Brent has probably reached a Low
Risk position and we believe that the March
lows will probably hold (as the disruption back
then was exceptional). Usually such situations
could provide for 1 or 2 years of price rebound.
On our medium oscillators (upper rectangle),
the downtrend sequence since 2018 is still
underway. Although again we don’t expect
new lows, the downside momentum should
still weigh on prices into late this year, and we
would hence expect some retracement into
mid/late Q4 at least. Following that, Oil could bounce at some point into mid/late 2021.

Brent Oil (USD/barrel)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

ur automatic messaging suggests that
Brent did reach a Low Risk position in
April. We do indeed believe that Brent is unlikely to make new lows, at least not over the
next couple of quarters. Yet, for now, the sequence we show on our long term oscillators
(lower rectangle) would still point to some
downside pressure into late this year. In the
meantime, Brent did bounce quite nicely
during Q2 but lost momentum in Q3. Going
forward, on our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle), Brent could reach an intermediate High Risk position towards late Q3 /
early Q4, i.e. Brent may attempt to retest up
over the next few weeks, but will probably
retrace down thereafter into mid/late Q4. It
could then bounce again at some point in H1
next year.
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Brent Oil (USD/barrel)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, both
oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles) are
still uptrending into late September, perhaps early/mid
October. We hence expect
Brent to hold up over the
next few weeks. It could even
retest up to its recent highs
made late August, around
46.5 USD/barrel. Breaking
above the resistance of the
upper end of our C Corrective
targets to the upside around
49 USD/barrel is however
rather unlikely now, given
the short time window left
for this upside retest. Hence,
from early/mid October, we would probably expect Oil to roll-over again, probably from the mid, perhaps the high 40s,
and start retracing down into November. We believe the downside risk over the next couple of months is in the low/mid
30s USD/barrel. Thereafter, from mid/late November, Brent may attempt an initial bounce.

The Brent to WTI Spread
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

he spike in the Brent to
WTI spread in April was
the result of large disruptions
in supply and demand and of
adverse positioning of some
traders on the futures market. It has since been retraced
as the Oil market gradually
came back to its normal functioning again. Shorter term,
we expect further downside
pressure on the spread into
early/mid October, which
probably reflect further normalization and may coincide
with the short term upside
retest we expect on Brent.
Following that, the spread
may bounce into November as the oil market probably retraces. It then eventually resumes lower again from mid/late
November.
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S&P US Energy sector vs the S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now turn to the Energy
sector for further clues.
Over the last couple of years,
the sector has seen dismal performance vs the S&P500, underperforming by almost 70%.
Yet, both sequences we show
on our oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangle) would
indicate that this downtrend
is not quite over yet, and will
probably extend into early,
perhaps into Spring next year.
Furthermore, despite this huge
underperformance, our oscillators do not even look Oversold
yet.

S&P US Energy Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n an absolute basis,
the picture is also still
very negative with the sector probably resuming its
downtrend soon into Q1 next
year on both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles).
Our I Impulsive targets to the
downside are suggesting a retest down to the March lows
below 200. Following that,
from mid/late Q1, the US Energy sector could bounce into
next Summer.
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S&P US Energy Sector vs the S&P 500 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 weeks

O

n a Daily basis, the US
Energy sector is now
Oversold, once more, vs the
S&P500 Index. On our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle), it has reached a new
Low Risk position, while on our
medium term ones, an intermediate bottom may be in the
making. It could trigger 2-3
weeks of rebound, probably
towards late September /
early October. We then expect the sector to underperform again, probably into
mid/late November at least.
Note: the absolute graph on
the sector is very similar to this
relative one. It also suggests a resume downtrend situation from late September / early October, and then further downside
towards year-end (potentially towards 160 on the US S&P Energy Sector index, or 30% below current levels). We would
hence use a potential rebound over the next few weeks to probably bail out of Energy’s absolute and relative plays.

European Energy sector vs the Europe Stoxx 600 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

n Europe, the situation is very
similar with the Energy sector widely underperforming
since 2018. Yet, both our oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles) for now are still
downtrending probably into
early, perhaps Spring next
year when a decent rebound
may then finally materialize.
The daily graph on the ratio
(not shown here) shows exactly the same dynamics than
for the US relative comparison (a slight rebound into late
September / early October
and then renewed underperformance into November at
least).
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Oil Services vs US Energy
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

il Services (OIH ETF) is
the deep value segment
of the US Energy sector (XLE
ETF). The ratio could attempt
to resume higher on our medium term oscillators (upper
rectangle), potentially into late
October. Yet, given our negative view more generally from
early October on the sector, we
probably wish to remain quite
prudent. As shown on our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle), we would probably
bail out of this deep value /
high beta segment with other
Energy plays, i.e. from early
October. This would be espe-

cially true, if the ratio fails to gather momentum over the next week or so.

US Exploration and Production vs US Oil Refiners
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

il’s downstream activities
are naturally more defensive than pure Energy. In this
graph we compare the US Exploration and Production (IEO
ETF) vs US Oil Refiners (CRAK
ETF). The ratio has been falling
since early June and as with
many cyclical plays may be
reaching an intermediate bottom. We expect it to bounce
into late September / early
October on our medium term
oscillators (upper rectangle),
perhaps into mid/late October
on our long term ones (lower
rectangle). Here also, as with
other Energy plays, we would
consider this bounce as a last chance to bail out, before the trend resumes lower into late this year. We would hence probably act sooner than later, i.e. from early October.
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Global Alternative Energy vs Global Energy
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

riting an article on Energy today would probably be incomplete without mentioning Clean Energy. We hereby look at the Ratio of
the Global Clean Energy ETF (ICLN) vs
the Global Energy Index (IXE ETF). Inversely to many of the Energy graphs
above, Clean Energy has reached a
High Risk position vs the Global Energy Index on our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) and may be on
the verge of making an intermediate
top on our medium term ones (upper rectangle). We would now expect 2-3 weeks of correction to the
downside on the ratio, probably into
late September / early October. Thereafter, Clean Energy should resume

its outperformance towards year-end, in first instance.

Global Clean Energy vs the Nasdaq 100
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e hereby compare the Global Clean
Energy ETF (ICLN) vs the Nasdaq 100
Index (QQQ ETF). Clean Energy is showing
strong performance even against the Nasdaq’s strong market leadership over the last
few years. The ratio probably built a base
between mid 2018 and Q2 this year. It was
then in a Low Risk position on our long term
oscillators (lower rectangle). And prices
held above their 2018 lows. Since then, the
ratio has shot up and Clean Energy has
outperformed even the Nasdaq 100 Index.
We believe this out performance will probably continue into next Spring at least, as
shown on our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle). Some intermediate retracements may be expected though, potentially
towards late Q4 / early Q1. On the price
targets front (right-hand scale), we expect the ratio to outperform by 15 to 25% over the next 6 to 12 months.
Concluding remarks:
he bounce on Oil from its historic sell-off in March and April stalled early June. It then traded in a tight range until late
August and sold-off strongly early September along with most risk assets (almost 15% of retracement on Brent in a matter of 10 days). The upside momentum is now definitely broken we believe. Yet, our oscillator series still indicate a few more
weeks of uptrend, and hence possibly an upside retest attempt, which may have already started. Brent could reach back to its
recent highs between 46 and 47 USD/barrel, and could even attempt to move up to its resistance around 49. We don’t believe,
however, that it will break above it anymore. Following that, from early/mid October, we expect Oil to resume its downtrend
in a deep downside retest (perhaps towards the mid/low 30s on Brent) into mid/late Q4 in first instance. Most related themes
should also suffer and the US Energy sector potentially underperforms the S&P500 by a further 30% over the next few quarters.
Alternative Energy, on the other hand, continues to thrive, and could even outperform the Nasdaq100 index into next Spring.

T
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52/ Splicing the markets : Still an uptrend into next Spring on Gold and
precious metals

O

ver the last 18 months, Gold and Silver have fulfilled our wildest forecasts, respectively reaching above 2’000 USD/oz and
almost up to 30 USD/oz in August. However, we believe the move is not over yet and probably extends into Spring next year
at least. Shorter term, both metals are currently consolidating. In this article, we attempt to understand when they may start to
accelerate up again.

Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

G

old reached our initial targets this
Summer at around 2’000 USD/
oz and towards an intermediate High
Risk position on our medium term
oscillators (upper rectangle). It is
currently consolidating at high levels.
Yet, a new uptrend sequence now
seems underway on our long term
oscillators (lower rectangle) with a new
intermediate top made this Spring. The
sequence we show probably resumes
its uptrend between now and early
Q4, potentially into Spring next year.
Our I2 Impulsive 2 extended targets to
the upside are pointing to the 2’180 –
2’350 range as a possible target zone
over the next few quarters.

Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

S

horter term, on the Daily graph, the
interpretation is more challenging.
On our medium term oscillators (upper
rectangle), we believe that Gold could
continue to consolidate at high levels
over the next few weeks. Some
downside risk could remain towards our
C Corrective targets to the downside in
the 1’906 – 1’812 range. Yet, we would
be surprised if their lower end were
achieved (if so, clearly a buy the dip
opportunity we believe). Thereafter,
during October, Gold could rise on
both oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles) potentially into
early November. November is then
more contrasted and probably sees a
high level consolidation.
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Silver Spot (USD/oz)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

S

ilver has also been consolidating at
high levels since early August. Yet, it
seems even more dynamic (and clear)
than Gold, i.e. it is more cyclical. On our
long term oscillators (lower rectangle),
it could resume its uptrend over the
next few days, probably into early
November. On our medium term ones
(upper rectangle), it could still wait
into early October to really start rising
again, probably into late October /
early November. It then probably
retraces down during November,
while Gold holds up better. We believe
that the risk of a strong sell-off towards
our C Corrective targets to the downside
in the 24 – 22 range is probably limited
for now (perhaps in November though).

Gold to Silver ratio
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

he Gold to Silver ratio confirms
that Silver probably remains more
dynamic than Gold. The ratio, indeed,
seems to be resuming lower toward
mid October on both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles). From
then on, we expect Gold to hold
up better / correct less as the ratio
bounces into late November / early
December, perhaps as the EUR/USD
starts to correct and the environment
turns more defensive. Silver could then
gradually pick up its leadership again
from December or early next year.

Concluding remarks :

W

e believe precious metals and Gold and Silver especially, are still very well positioned into next Spring. Gold could reach
in towards 2’300s USD/oz by then, while Silver could rise in the mid 30s. In the meantime, both have been consolidating
at high levels since early August. We expect them to initiate a new leg up over the next couple of weeks, at the latest early
October, probably into late October / November. During this period, Silver should remain more dynamic than Gold and the Gold
and Silver ratio should make further lows (until mid October at least). November, should then see a more challenging environment
for precious metals, with Gold potentially holding up at high levels, while Silver dips down, potentially to the 24 – 22 range. From
December, perhaps early next year, we then expect both metals to resume their uptrend into the Spring. Once more Silver may
prove more dynamic than Gold.
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54/ METHODOLOGY
MJT’s proprietary methodology uses Timing Oscillators to help investors position themselves either in an uptrend
or downtrend. It will hence allow them to anticipate and project the future sequence of events. Coverage extends
over 5’000 instruments, long term to intraday, across all asset classes. Relative charts, Opportunity filters, Multi
charts monitoring screens and a Portfolio Simulation tool complete the functionality set. See below a description
of What’s on the Chart, a Methodological brief and an outline of the ideal Uptrend/Downtrend Models (read more
on www.mjtsa.com)

Timing oscillators: Different prices cycles are captured by Trend direction: the direction of FinGraphs’ large envelope will
our 3 Timing oscillators. Monitor how their relative positioning
defines specific situations (Cases) to always know where you
stand within the Trend (e.g. please see below the ideal Uptrend
Case succession sequence)

help you decide either to apply an uptrend or a downtrend model.
Contacts between the wider and thinner envelopes will help you
anticipate and confirm market turning points ( e.g. S&P500 bimonthly, extracts from the 2005-2011 period).

Price targets: based off historical volatility, they can highlight
price potential or risk and, once achieved, define take profit or
stop loss areas (e.g. below S&P500 in early 2011, Brent in October
2014).
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Ideal Uptrend Model

(left to right) from an oscillator black bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2), the oscillators and prices will start moving up. An uptrend
is confirmed once a red top can be made above a blue one. The correction down that follows delivers a buying opportunity (“Resume
Uptrend”) followed by an intermediate top (Case 3). A new period of consolidation down or sideways then starts, ending with a Case 5
acceleration up towards an important top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1). For each time frame, a fixed time unit separates each timing
incidence, so that the distance between a blue and red top is usually X, the distance from the red to the black top is then 2X and the
distance between the first and second black top is 3 to 4X.

Ideal Downtrend Model

(left to right) from an oscillator black top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1) the oscillators and prices will start moving down. A downtrend
is confirmed once a red bottom can be made below a blue one. The correction up that follows delivers a selling opportunity (“Resume
Downtrend”) followed by an intermediate bottom (Case 4). A new period of consolidation up or sideways then starts, ending with
a Case 6 acceleration down towards an important bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2). For each time frame, a fixed time unit
separates each timing incidence, so that the distance between a blue and red bottom is usually X, the distance from the red to the black
bottom is then 2X and the distance between the first and second black bottom is 3 to 4X.
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General Disclosure
This document or the information contained in does not constitute, an offer, or a solicitation, or a recommendation to purchase or
sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. The information
contained in this document is issued for information only. An offer can be made only by the approved offering documentation,
especially the prospectus of the Fund mentioned herein. The prospectus may only be distributed in accordance with the laws
and regulations of each appropriate jurisdiction in which any potential investor resides. The investments described herein are not
publicly distributed.
This document is confidential and submitted to selected recipients only. It may not be reproduced or passed to non-qualifying
persons or to a non professional audience.

This document is only made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the Financial Conduct
Authority. The services of Diapason may be restricted in some jurisdictions to persons who are professional clients and institutional
investors. In such case, they are not available to retail clients and are not subject to the same protections afforded to retail clients.
To the extent that this message concerns such products and services, then this message is communicated only to and/or directed
only at professional clients and institutional investors and the information in this message about such services should not be relied
on by any other person. For distribution purposes in the USA, this document is only intended for persons who can be defined as
“Major Institutional Investors” under U.S. regulations. Any U.S. person receiving this report and wishing to effect a transaction
in any security discussed herein, must do so through a U.S. registered broker dealer. The investment described herein carries
substantial risks and potential investors should have the requisite knowledge and experience to assess the characteristics and
risks associated therewith. Accordingly, they are deemed to understand and accept the terms, conditions and risks associated
therewith and are deemed to act for their own account, to have made their own independent decision and to declare that such
transaction is appropriate or proper for them, based upon their own judgment and upon advice from such advisers as they have
deemed necessary and which they are urged to consult. Diapason disclaims all liability to any party for all expenses, lost profits
or indirect, punitive, special or consequential damages or losses, which may be incurred as a result of the information being
inaccurate or incomplete in any way, and for any reason. Diapason, its directors, officers and employees may have or have had
interests or long or short positions in financial products discussed herein, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales as
principal or agent. Certain statements in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements contain the
words “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are
subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions that may cause actual results to differ materially from the
ones expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include, among other
factors, changing business or other market conditions and the prospects for growth. These and other factors could adversely
affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Consequently, any prediction of gains is to
be considered with an equally prominent risk of loss. Moreover, past performance is not a guide to future performance and
investment may result in loss of capital. As a result, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this presentation. Diapason expressly disclaims any
obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect
any change in Diapason’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any
such statement is based. The information and opinions contained in this document are provided as at the date of the presentation
and are subject to change without notice.

Electronic Communication (E-mail)
In the case that this document is sent by E-mail, the E-mail is considered as being confidential and may also be legally privileged.
If you are not the addressee you may not copy, forward, disclose or use any part of it. If you have received this message in error,
please delete it and all copies from your system and notify the sender immediately by return E-mail. The sender does not accept
liability for any errors, omissions, delays in receipt, damage to your system, viruses, interruptions or interferences.
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Any disclosure, copy, reproduction by any means, distribution or other action in reliance on the contents of this document without
the prior written consent of Diapason is strictly prohibited and could lead to legal action.

MANAGEMENT JOINT TRUST SA
Disclaimer, No warranty, Copyright
Management Joint Trust SA is an editor of on-line financial graphics platforms as well as an independent research company. The
information and graphics in this publication represent the opinion of Management Joint Trust SA and are not intended to be a
forecast of future events and this is no guarantee of any future result. Nobody can predict the future and thus fluctuations of
market prices (including market crashes). Past trends are not necessarily signs of future trends. Management Joint Trust SA warns
you of the risks involved with any financial transactions (for example on stocks, bonds, raw materials). Derivatives or foreign
exchange trades entail even greater risks. You need to be aware that chances of winning are in no way guaranteed and potential
of losses may be very significant. As a reader of this publication or a user of our websites, you must take into consideration, as
you select investments, of this uncertainty. This publication or any information provided through Management Joint Trust SA’ s
websites do not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any
other transaction. Any reference to a transaction, trade, position, holding, security, market, or level is purely meant to educate
readers about our methodology as well as possible risks and opportunities in the marketplace and are not meant to imply that any
person or entity should take any action whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light of their own situation either on
their own or through a professional advisor. To establish its statistical analysis, Management Joint Trust SA relies on data provided
by first class outside providers; however, Management Joint Trust SA does not guarantee you the permanence of such supply, nor
its content. More generally, Management Joint Trust SA, their members, shareholders, employees, agents, representatives and
resellers or partners do not warrant the completeness, accuracy or timeliness of the information supplied in this publication or
on its websites, and they shall not be liable for any loss or damages, consequential or otherwise, which may arise from the use
or reliance of the any information or content in this publication or available on the Management Joint Trust SA’s websites. Hence,
neither you can nor may hold for certain analysis and interpretations provided in this publication or by our websites. Any financial
transaction you may instruct is at your own risks. You can not claim nor obtain from Management Joint Trust SA compensation
or indemnification for your damages (for example, incidental or consequential damages, losses, unrealised gains, liabilities,
Management Joint Trust SA’s service fee). If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such decisions, they
should seek professional advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade.
This information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we believe the
information contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through independent sources. Again,
trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves risk and can result in the immediate and substantial loss of the
capital invested and every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment decisions. The employees, officers, family,
and associates of Management Joint Trust SA may from time to time have positions in the securities or commodities covered in
its publications or on its websites. Corporate policies are in effect that attempt to avoid potential conflicts of interest and resolve
conflicts of interest that do arise in a timely fashion. MJT is the owner of all its brands and websites (especially www.mjt.ch, www.
mjtsa.com or any related websites). These are protected by intellectual property rights, among other copyright, trademark and
competition rights. As reader of this publication or a user Management Joint Trust SA’s websites, you acquire no rights on the
various softwares, services, and information made available by Management Joint Trust SA. In particular, you do not acquire
ownership rights. You undertake especially not to: a) Copy, save, reproduce, publish, post, transfer, transmit, exploit or distribute
in any way data or components produced or any information or content made available by Management Joint Trust SA (including
but not limited to its publications, its software, Internet pages and graphic displays); b) Mention or use in any non-purely private
way the name Management Joint Trust SA or any of its trademarks, its or their logos, its or their texts and graphic displays; c)
Interfere with or modify data or components published or edited by Management Joint Trust SA (including but not limited to its
publications, software, Internet pages and graphic displays); d) Use Management Joint Trust SA in a way not consistent with its
natural purpose; e) Access Management Joint Trust SA in an illegal way or without having filled the requested questionnaires,
accepted these Terms and Conditions paid the requested fees. These Copyright and Trademark provisions mentioned above do
not limit your right to print on paper, for your personal/private use only, pages of this publication or any other content produced
by Management Joint Trust SA that you are interested in. Professional use of the printed pages is however strictly forbidden.
Similarly you are forbidden to resell these pages. If you want to use any content produced and edited by Management Joint Trust
SA not for your personal/private use, you must obtain in advance from Management Joint Trust SA a written authorization by
writing to:
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